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ABSTRACT
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The  UMSIC project  will  produce  an  application  for  social  inclusion  of  children.  This 
application will run on Nokia N810 internet tablet. PeerHood is an implementation of Peer-
to-Peer  neighborhood and communication  concept,  it  is  going  to  be used  as  a  part  of 
middleware in the project. PeerHood is responsible for providing neighboring information 
and connections to nearby devices.

This thesis will present the requirements that the project sets to PeerHood including the 
general state of the art middleware requirements and the requirements set by the target 
device. These requirements will not be analyzed further. One main focus of this thesis is to 
analyze PeerHood from the UMSIC project point of view.

In  this  thesis  the  results  of  PeerHood  analysis  are  presented,  including  memory 
consumption  testing,  performance  testing  and  testing  of  networking  components  of 
PeerHood.  As  a  result  of  these  tests  modifications  for  PeerHood  are  introduced.  The 
modifications are related to PeerHood usage in real mobile environment. Based on these 
requirements a framework was implemented that, when used properly, will enhance the 
context  awareness  of  PeerHood,  especially  in  mobile  devices.  The  techniques  used  in 
framework are presented and instructions about how to use the framework are given. The 
approaches used in the implemented framework are analysed in this thesis.

As  an  outcome  of  this  thesis  the  context  awareness  of  PeerHood  is  improved.  As  an 
additional outcome the guidelines for future development of PeerHood are introduced that 
are based on the results of the analysis of both PeerHood and the implemented framework.
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UMSIC  projektin  tarkoituksena  on  toteuttaa  sovellus,  joka  mahdollistaa 
oppimisvaikeuksista  kärsivien  lasten,  sekä  maahanmuuttajien  paremman  integroinnin 
yhteiskuntaan.  Projektin  laitealustaksi  on  valittu  Nokian  N810  internet  tablet.  Yhdeksi 
sovelluksen  alla  toimivaksi  komponentiksi  (middleware)  on  valittu  PeerHood,  jonka 
vastuulla on verkkonaapurustotiedon ylläpito ja yhteyksien muodostaminen ympäröiviin 
laitteisiin. PeerHood on Peer-to-Peer naapurusto- ja kommunikaatiokonseptin perusteella 
toteutettu ohjelmistokomponentti.

Tässä työssä esitellään moderneihin middlewareihin ja niiden komponentteihin kohdistuvat 
vaateet,  lisäksi  PeerHood:iin  liittyvät  projektin  laitealustan tuomat  vaatimukset  tuodaan 
ilmi. Työn pääasiallisena tarkoituksena on analysoida PeerHood:n soveltuvuutta UMSIC 
projektin tarpeisiin. Asetettuja vaatimuksia ei analysoida tässä dokumentissa.

PeerHood:n analyysin tulokset esitellään työn yhtenä osana,  näiden tulosten perusteella 
ehdotetaan  muutoksia  PeerHood:n  toimintoihin  ja  arkkitehtuuriin,  jotka  liittyvät 
PeerHood:n  käyttöön  todellisessa  mobiiliympäristössä.  Lisäksi  työssä  esitellään  ja 
analysoidaan näiden vaatimusten perusteella toteutettu framework, jonka tarkoituksena on 
parantaa PeerHood:n ympäristö- ja laitetietoisuutta käytetyssä mobiililaitteessa.

Työn tuloksena on PeerHood:n parempi ympäristö- ja laitetietoisuus. Tämän lisäksi työn 
toissijaisina  tuloksina  ovat  ideat  ja  ohjenuorat  PeerHood:n  jatkokehitykselle,  jotka 
syntyivät molempien analyysien sivutuotteina. 
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 1 INTRODUCTION

Usability of Music for Social Inclusion of Children (UMSIC) project  [1]  was developed 

from the pilot study made by the University of Oulu in 2006, the study was about a time- 

and place-independent singing tool (karaoke) for small children. As a part of the study an 

application (Mobikid) was developed for Nokia internet tablets. The study aroused intrest 

in people working on different areas of science, UMSIC is based on an idea of an extension 

to this pilot study. The idea is to extend the previous application with functionalities for 

older children including new scenarios in addition to karaoke.

The purpose of the UMSIC [1] project is to develop an music application for children aged 

3 to 12 years that has different preferences for different age groups (pre-school, school). 

The goal is to include social inclusion into the application in form of cooperation with 

peers, online communities and peer reviewing so the children can learn to communicate 

with outside world. Target groups of this application are children with learning disorders 

(or difficulties) and children of immigrants. The point is to make the integration to society 

a little easier.

As  an  implementation  of  Peer-to-Peer  neighborhood  and  communication  concept, 

PeerHood  [2] has  been  chosen  to  be  the  networking  module  for  UMSIC  project 

middleware  [1]. The purpose of PeerHood  [2]  is to create and maintain connections to 

other devices that are nearby by using all available techniques. From the UMSIC project 

[1] point of view the most important part of PeerHood is the communication functionality 

since all communication is going through connections created by PeerHood. When porting 

PeerHood to a real mobile device (not an actual computer as laptops are) there are also 

some other things to worry about. The main things are memory and power consumption.

In this document both projects, UMSIC and PeerHood are explained more throughly. The 

main focus of this document is to analyze how PeerHood would fit into the mobile device 

and how the needs of UMSIC project  can be fulfilled.  The analysis  include testing of 
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different parts of PeerHood with specialized programs and self-made testing tools. Based 

on these results improvements and enhancements for PeerHood are introduced.

The analysis and testing of PeerHood introduced new requirement: context awareness in 

the mobile device and also in mobile environment. To fulfill this requirement a framework 

was implemented to support  monitoring of different system events. This is presented in 

chapter 7 of this document and in chapter 8 used approaches are analyzed and compared to 

other alternative possibilities.

Despite the work that has been done to improve context awareness of PeerHood there is 

still lot work to be done. In chapter 9 of this document some issues related to future work 

around  the  PeerHood  are  addressed.  The  presented  issues  are  based  on  results  of  an 

analysis of the PeerHood.
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 2 BACKGROUND

This  chapter  introduces  the  background  information  related  to  the  PeerHood  and 

techniques that are related to it. The main focus of this chapter is to explain the PeerHood 

more thoroughly and present subjects of research around PeerHood.

 2.1 Used techniques

The techniques that are mentioned and used in later sections of this document are briefly 

explained in the following subchapters. The purpose is to give reader some insight about 

these techniques, not to explain them thoroughly.

 2.1.1 Bluetooth

Bluetooth [3] is a wireless technology that is targeted for PAN (Personal Area Network) 

usage. The communication ranges are from 1m to 100m depending on the class of the 

Bluetooth device, the class of the device defines the maximum power for transmissions. 

2.4 GHz ISM-band (Industry, Science and Medical) is utilized in Bluetooth with Frequency 

Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS), frequency is changed 1600 times in one second. The 

used band is divided into 79 channels, each being 1 MHz wide. Bluetooth standard (which 

is  open  standard)  is  defined  by Bluetooth  SIG (Special  Intrest  Group),  recently  a  3.0 

version of the standard was released [4].

Bluetooth devices are  meant to be cheap and have low power requirements (1 mW at 

minimum), therefore it is used in many small mobile devices, like mobile phones. The 

speed of the data transfer with Bluetooth was fairly low with earlier versions, 3 Mbps with 

Bluetooth 2.0 + Enhanced Data Rate [3]. But newest 3.0 version brought it to a new level, 

introducing speeds up to 24 Mbps [4]. The specification of Bluetooth contains multiple 
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different profiles for different usages of the technology, these profiles make sure that all 

devices that implement the same profiles can interact with each other. The main usage of 

Bluetooth  is  to  connect  different  devices  in  Ad  Hoc  manner  forming  small  piconets 

between connected devices.

There exists multiple implementations of Bluetooth protocol stacks for different operating 

systems. For Linux the BlueZ [5] protocol stack has been chosen to  be as the official 

Bluetooth protocol stack. It provides kernel level modules for different hardware platforms 

and  development  libraries  for  application  developers.  BlueZ  is  released  under  GNU 

General Public License (GPL).

 2.1.2 Wireless Local Area Network

WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network) [6] is a wireless networking standard that is, as 

named, a Local  Area Network (LAN) technique.  It  is  developed by IEEE (Institute  of 

Electrical  and  Electronics  Engineers)  [7].  WLAN is  compatible  with  traditional  wired 

LANs. The most common usage of WLAN nowadays is that the existing infrastructure 

network is expanded with wireless technique. The standard, IEEE 802.11 is continuously 

under  development  and  currently  newest  released  version  is  IEEE 802.11g [6],  which 

provides transmissions up to speed of 54 Mbps. IEEE 802.11g uses 2.4 GHz ISM-band 

which  is  divided  into  14  channels,  each  being  5  MHz wide.  The  amount  of  channels 

available depends on the legislation of the country since multiple other techniques share 

the same medium. New, IEEE 802.11n that is still under development [7] utilizes also the 5 

GHz ISM-band in addition to 2.4 GHz and should provide higher speeds than 802.11g 

standard. Nowadays there exists multiple devices based on the draft of IEEE 802.11n. The 

range  of  network  with  IEEE 802.11g is  roughly 100m indoors  and 200m outdoors  at 

maximum.

WLAN can be used in both infrastructure and Ad Hoc mode [6], improved mesh network 

usage [8] is currently in development [9]. Full mobility and handover between different 
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Access Points (AP) in the network is supported by WLAN. This allows to cover a large 

area with multiple APs that are connected to each other so users can move freely in the 

coverage area without noticing a significant delay between handovers.

 2.1.3 Desktop-Bus

Desktop-Bus  [10],  also  called  shortly  as  D-Bus  is  a  open  interprocess  communication 

(IPC)  protocol  that  uses  message  bus  system to  deliver  messages  between  interacting 

applications. It is developed by freedesktop.org project that is hosting multiple projects 

related  to  improving  interoperability  between  free  desktop  environments  that  use  X 

Window  System  in  Linux  and  other  UNIX-like  operating  systems.  Like  other 

freedesktop.org  projects,  D-Bus  is  developed  to  improve  the  interoperability  between 

different  applications  running on Linux [11] and is  currently widely used for different 

operations. It is also meant to be a replacement for older protocols.

D-Bus  supports  different  kinds  of  types  for  messaging  between  applications  (signals, 

method calls, method returns and error messages) and differs from other IPC systems. D-

Bus it is a message oriented as others are byte oriented [11]. Therefore the messages can 

contain metadata about the sender and interfaces (in headers) and the data is contained in 

the payload of the IPC message. It is said that the D-Bus is secure [11] and also type safe 

[10] but the performance is another issue. Old results presented by Frank Duignan [12] in 

2002  indicate  that  D-Bus  is  18  times  slower  than  CORBA (Common Object  Request 

Broker Architecture), another IPC system. Newer results presented by Willie Walker [13] 

show that the speed of D-Bus has improved through time, and it being still in development 

[10] the performance is believed to improve more.

D-Bus [10] provides  development  libraries for application developers at  low level,  the 

main purpose of these is to provide means for programmers to implement higher-level 

bindings  for  particular  frameworks.  The  protocol  and  API  (Application  Programming 

Interface) have been frozen, i.e. future versions are backwards compatible [10].
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 2.1.4 Maemo Operating System

Maemo OS (Operating System) [14] is operating system for Nokia Internet Tablets, it is 

based on Debian GNU/Linux OS and uses Linux kernel 2.6 ported to OMAP (Open Media 

Applications Platform) architecture and as system library it uses GNU  libc2. It uses the 

same  free  software  components  as  regular  Linux  distribution  and  extends  some 

technologies for the needs of a mobile desktop.

Basically the operating system is as any Linux [14], most Linux programs will be fully 

compatible but the screen size of the device sets some limitations, so the user interface of 

traditional Linux programs must be modified to comply to the user interface of Maemo 

operating  system.  One  other  difference  when  comparing  Maemo  to  traditional  Linux 

operating systems is that the desktop programs must register themselves into the D-Bus in 

order to run. 

 2.2 PeerHood

PeerHood [2]  is  an  implementation  of  Peer-to-peer  neighborhood  and communications 

concept in mobile environment which enables automatic discovery of devices and their 

services  from  neighborhood  whilst  providing  means  for  communication.  PeerHood  is 

designed to be a transparent networking module in between the network layer and the 

applications.  Another  design  principle  was  to  keep  the  component  as  lightweight  as 

possible. PeerHood is developed in Communications software laboratory of Lappeenranta 

University of Technology in cooperation with Nokia (early versions of PeerHood). 

PeerHood [2]  is  targeted to  PTDs (Personal  Trusted Device)  and meant  to  be used in 

networks that support mobility (WLAN for instance). The placement of PeerHood in PTD 

environment is presented in  Figure 1. It operates at the lowest level of the middleware 

providing connections to networking technologies. Other middleware modules are meant 
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to be built on top of PeerHood.

Figure 1: PeerHood [2]

 2.2.1 Components

PeerHood [2] utilizes different networking techniques for all its networking functions. It 

doesn't  care  about  the  underlying  technique  since  actual  devices  are  used  via  unified 

interface (plugin architecture). PeerHood is a subsystem, i.e. a part of a middleware that 

provides  lower  layer  functionality  for  higher  level  applications  via  library  connection. 

Underlying  networking  techniques  are  hidden  from  higher  layer  components,  the 

functionality is transparent from higher level component point of view. Main components 

in PeerHood are daemon and library. Plugins are additions to these and they're vital parts in 

PeerHood  because  these  will  provide  an  connection  to  the  actual  device  via  library 

functions.  All  networking  plugins  are  used  and  monitored  by  daemon.  Different 

components of PeerHood in Linux implementation are shown in Figure 2. Communication 
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between the library and the daemon is going through UNIX sockets. Library is used by 

application via specialized interface. 

Figure 2: Components of PeerHood [2] 

An application  can  get  all  information  about  the  neighboring  devices  via  library.  The 

library connects to the daemon by using local UNIX socket connection. The daemon acts 

as a background service which periodically searches for new devices and services from 

neighborhood. The search is done by plugins which utilize the underlying network device. 

Daemon  also  has  the  ability  to  respond  to  application  requests.  Plugins  provide 

functionality for advertising own services, inquiring services on other devices and listening 

of connection attempts and answering for requests sent by other devices. 
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 2.2.2 Operation

The goals of the PeerHood system [2] are 1) to provide communication environment for 

communicating in a peer-to-peer manner and 2) to provide a library for applications to use 

in order to hide the underlying structure. When using PeerHood devices can communicate 

with  each  other  without  any centralized  servers,  devices  can  form their  own Ad  Hoc 

networks with neighboring devices. To enable this PeerHood must actively monitor the 

neighborhood for changes  and also monitor  devices  for changes in  their  services.  One 

purpose of PeerHood is to provide connections to these services published by other devices 

that also have PeerHood enabled. 

Main functionalities of PeerHood are [2]:

● Device discovery

○ Searching for devices from neighborhood that are within the range

○ Detecting other PeerHood-enabled devices from neighborhood

○ Periodic updating of list of nearby devices

● Service discovery

○ Detecting  services  and  service  parameters  on  a  remote  PeerHood-enabled 

device

○ Requesting services from a particular device

○ Keeping the list of available services up to date

● Device monitoring

○ Keep the connectivity to different devices up to date, i.e. check if a selected 

device is in the range

○ Notify the requesting component when device goes out of range

● Service  advertising

○ Allow applications and other middleware modules to register services

○ Publish own services for other devices to use

● Connectivity between PeerHood enabled devices and services

○ Provide connections to other devices and to services on those devices

14



○ Connections  must  be  transparent  to  upper  layer  components  and  modules, 

underlying technology shouldn't affect the procedure

● Data transfer between PeerHood enabled devices

○ Provide means to transfer data between devices and their services.

○ Type of the transferred data is not important

● Seamless connectivity

○ Upkeep the connection to device by utilizing all possible networking techniques

○ Provide  connection  to  a  specific  device  by  utilizing  another  available 

networking technique if possible 

 2.2.3 Current Implementations

Currently there are  implementations of PeerHood [2] for Linux and Symbian OS with 

slightly reduced functionality because of the restrictions  of  Symbian OS.  Symbian OS 

implementation was developed to test if PeerHood could be applicable into mobile phones 

[15]. The major difference between Linux and Symbian OS implementations is that when 

Symbian version was developed Symbian OS didn't allow creation of active background 

services,  therefore  there  is  no background daemon in  Symbian  version.   In  Linux the 

implementation follows a threaded approach, every plugin is executed with three threads, 

one thread for each operation to minimize response times which cannot be long in a mobile 

environment. These threads belong to the main, daemon background process. The Linux 

implementation is programmed with C++ language and the Symbian implementation is 

programmed with Symbian C++ [15].

 2.2.4 Networking plugins

There are three networking plugins developed for PeerHood [2]: Bluetooth, WLAN and 

GPRS (General Packet Radio Service). The actual functionality of these plugins differs 

from another because of the underlying networking technology. Every plugin will execute 
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the same actions: discovery, advertising and listening of connections. 

The discovery method of Bluetooth plugin is illustrated in  Figure 3. Bluetooth discovery 

uses Socket  connections  and ACL (Asynchronous Connectionless)  connections  that  are 

based on SDP (Service Discovery Protocol) connection. SDP connections are specific to 

Bluetooth.

Figure 3: Bluetooth plugin, discovery operations [2]

Figure  3 shows  the  procedure  when  Device  A founds  a  new  device,  Device  B  with 

Bluetooth discovery (1) and checks if the new device is PeerHood enabled device (2) by 

using  Bluetooth  SDP.  If  the  new device  has  PeerHood  specific  messages  are  used  to 

discover services on the new device via Socket connections (3). After this the Device B can 

send the information about its services and other data via Socket connection to Device A 

(4). 

The  discovery  method  of  GPRS  plugin  is  different  from Bluetooth  plugin  because  a 

centralized server, a GPRS gateway is used. This gateway is used for discovery and data 

transimissions [2]. Before doing a device or service discovery the device must establish a 

signalling connection to the GPRS gateway [2].  Discovery operations are illustrated in 

Figure 4.
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Figure 4: GPRS plugin, discovery operations [2]

As shown in Figure 4, first the device A sends device and service discovery messages to 

GPRS gateway by using the existing signalling connection (1). After a new device is found 

both  devices  negotiate  new data  connection  (2)  for  their  data  transfers  (3).  This  new 

connection can be used for data transmissions.

WLAN discovery method is also a bit different from Bluetooth and somewhat similar to 

GPRS, it requires an existing network in order to work. The network type can be either 

infrastructure (a central Access Point) or Ad Hoc (network formed among other devices). 

The functionality of the device and service discovery is shown in Figure 5. WLAN plugin 

sends the device discovery message as a broadcast packet into the existing network (1) and 

waits for a response. If some device (Device B) responds to that message new signalling 

connection  is  created  between  these  two  devices  and  Device  A can  then  discover  the 

services on the new device (2). After this data connection is created between Device A and 

B for applications that are using PeerHood. [2]
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Figure 5: WLAN plugin, discovery operations [2]
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 3 UMSIC PROJECT

UMSIC [1] is a Seventh Framework Programme project funded by EU. It has multiple 

partners from different universities around Europe. From Finland Lappeenranta University 

of Technology,  University of Jyväskylä and University of Oulu are participating in the 

project. University of Central Lancashire, London and Zürich are other academic partners 

participating  in  the  project.  In  addition  Nokia  Corporation  (Finland)  and  Systema 

Technologies (Greece) act as technical partners. 

The purpose of the project is to improve the integration of immigrant children and children 

with learning difficulties (e.g. ADHD) to society by interacting socially with other children 

via music (composing, playing, cooperating). Music connects people and cultures, it is also 

a popular free time activity among all people and even small children participate in musical 

activities. It has been vastly researched that music is a global mean for communication as 

shown in  journal  article  by P.  Rutten  et.  al.  [16].  The  target  group of  the  project  are 

children aged from 3 years to 12 years. The project is intended to be closely related to 

pedagogic purposes.

 3.1 Application

In UMSIC [1] project an application for music making and musical improvisation will be 

produced,  the  application  will  utilize  networking  as  an  additional  social  media  for 

interacting  socially  with  others.  The  application  will  be  mobile  time-  and  place-

independent system providing an interactive environment for children to interact musically 

and informally with their peers. The main focus is on child-centered usability, intelligent 

musical  engineering  and  carefully  developed  pedagogical  design  that  includes  well-

structured learning material. In addition the software will provide usability data for further 

analysis of the success of the project. 
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The application called as JamMo, will provide four different scenarios for different aged 

children.  These scenarios  provide different  modes  for  children  at  different  ages.  Older 

children will be able to choose more advanced modes when they self advance in practicing. 

The application will include simple karaoke line that is used for practicing (sing-along), 

composition line that is used to make own music (multi  track sequencer program) and 

improvisation line that can be used to improvise along songs.  Application will  support 

saving of these results and sharing with others.

 3.2 Scenarios

In JamMo application there are multiple different scenarios related to different usages [17]. 

In the most simplest  one,  standalone scenario networking functions might  not  even be 

available  and  there  is  no  real  need  for  PeerHood functionality.  Networked and Public 

scenarios  are  almost  similar,  children  will  be  working  together  with  their  devices  and 

PeerHood must discover these devices from surroundings. In Public scenario there is a 

coordinator (teacher) present that controls the functionality, in Networked scenario there 

might not be one. The coordinator brings a new device to the environment, a powerful 

computer that is controlled only by the coordinator (teacher). In both of these scenarios 

PeerHood must detect  the presense of coordinator device. In Public scenario there is a 

public  screen  that  shows  actions  of  children  but  it  will  be  most  likely  connected  to 

coordinator device. In networked scenario children have the possibility to use social tools 

with their devices via internet. In addition there is Ad Hoc scenario where children can 

form own workgroups based on surrounding devices.

In all of these scenarios both WLAN and Bluetooth can be used. In class situations (Public 

and Networked) the connection to internet goes through AP in class. This AP is used to 

form connections between scenarios since full mesh network support is not finished yet for 

IEEE 802.11 [9]. There is no direct separation when to use WLAN or Bluetooth and in 

which scenarios, the usage of appropriate technique depends on the actual usage needs. In 

Ad Hoc scenario devices could form small networks with each other but PeerHood should 
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only support this kind of action and not to implement functionality for this into PeerHood.

 3.3 Application architecture

The application architecture for JamMo in UMSIC project [1] is as shown in  Figure 6, 

different Applications (Karaoke,  Improvisation and Composition) are part  of the visual 

application.  GEMS  (General  Middleware  Services),  CEM  (Cognitive  Engineering 

Module),  MEAM (Musical Engineering and Authoring Module) and CHUM (Children-

centric Usability Module) are part of the middleware that is built on top of the PeerHood. 

PeerHood enables the usage of different Networking techniques that can be expanded with 

additional modules (plugins) if new versions of the target devices are to be released.
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GEMS is the most generic module [1], it is used by other modules and the application. It 

maintains connection to PeerHood via PeerHood library, contains the preferences manager 

for connectivity settings. Profile and group management are also included into GEMS, as 

well as security functions. 

CEM is the cognitive module in the middleware [1]. The purpose of CEM is to collect and 

process  data  retrieved  from  various  sources  from  the  device.  CEM  uses  user  inputs 

(touchscreen gestures and rotation of the device for instance) to analyze the user mood and 

adapts the functionality based on the model built from this information.

MEAM provides the musical engineering part [1]. It is the module that contains means for 

karaoke,  improvisation and composition modes.  All  functionalities  related to music  are 

contained  in  MEAM.  These  include  recording  of  user  audio  data  (singing),  providing 

means  for  music  composition  (multi  track  sequencer)  and  means  for  saving  user 

improvisation along songs. It will also contain virtual instruments that can be used when 

composing a song. It uses other modules (GEMS, PeerHood) to enable sharing of created 

musical  products  with  others.  All  instruments  that  are  going  to  be  used  for  musical 

production (virtual instruments, audio samples etc.) are going to be located in this module.

CHUM is the module that mediates the communication between the product and the user 

[1]. In other words it is the module for customizing the interface for the needs of the user. 

CHUM allows high level of accessibility and contains support for multiple languages.

 3.4 Target device

It has been decided that the Nokia N810 internet tablet is going to be the target device for 

UMSIC project [1]. The tablet itself is a quite revolutionary device with almost the same 

capabilities as a computer, it provides connectivity with WLAN and Bluetooth techniques, 

contains  a  GPS (Global  Positioning  System) receiver  and allows interaction with non-

traditional interaction device: touchscreen [18]. Processing capabilities of the device are 
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fairly low when comparing to modern desktop computers but it  is adequate for a fully 

mobile device. Technical details of the device are shown in Table 1. The operating system 

used by Nokia N810 internet  tablet  is  Maemo OS 2008  [14].  Maemo OS 2008 is  the 

newest version of a specially modified Linux operating system for Nokia internet tablets.

Processor type TI OMAP 2420 (ARM1136)
Processor speed 400 MHz
Random  Access  Memory 

(RAM)

128MB

Internal memory (flash) 256 MB
Battery capacity 1500 mAh
WLAN 802.11b/g
Bluetooth 2.0+ EDR
GPS yes

Table 1: Data sheet of Nokia N810 internet tablet [14]
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 4 REQUIREMENTS FOR MIDDLEWARE

As PeerHood is a vital part of UMSIC middleware [1] the project itself and the device that 

is being used set some requirements for the operations of PeerHood. Next chapters will 

introduce the requirements that have been collected during the requirement specification of 

UMSIC middleware.

 4.1 Generic requirements for middleware 

General state of the art middleware requirements apply as basic requirements for UMSIC 

middleware.  These  are  presented  by  Khedo  K.  in  his  research,  The  Next  Generation 

Middleware Requirements [19]. In addition to these the middleware that will be developed 

in  UMSIC  project  must  fulfill  requirements  for  musical  engineering  and  transferring 

application specific data. Musical requirements and data transferring requirements are out 

of  bounds  of  this  document  because  these  do  not  directly  concern  PeerHood  at  the 

moment.  PeerHood doesn't  care  about  the  transferred  data,  it  provides  connections  for 

these data transfers. These requirements are connected to UMSIC project alone and are 

defined  in  requirements  specification  document  [20].  In  the  following  sections 

requirements related to PeerHood are being presented. 

 4.1.1 Configurability and modularity

The composition of the middleware for a particular device must be configurable. It should 

not be needed to include all the middleware components. The set of components to be 

included will depend on the required functionality for the device, on its characteristics, or 

on other suitable criteria. This quality will allow the configuration of the middleware for a 

particular device according to their functional requirements and on their computational and 

communication capacity.
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The configurations of the middleware itself and its components must be easily accessed 

and changed.  Certain properties  of  the  middleware could  be accessed  remotely by the 

applications that are using the middleware to alter the functionality of the middleware to 

suit  for the application's  needs.  Middleware should adjust  the functionality of different 

components when required by some registered application, user, context change or some 

other  property provided by the system (e.g.  power saving mode of wireless local  area 

network adapter).

The middleware must be modular with a clear separation of concerns. The functionality of 

each  middleware  component  should  be  clearly  identified.  The  architecture  of  the 

middleware  should  support  new communication  technologies  with  the  help  of  flexible 

configuration of different components.

The  components  of  the  middleware  may  be  configurable,  based  on  the  functional, 

computational  and  communication  requirements  of  a  particular  device.  With  flexible 

modularity new communication devices could be added to the system or removed from the 

system with the middleware knowing about new and ejected devices and then middleware 

should adjust its functionality according to the changes. Appropriate device drivers would 

be required for new devices at system level and also in middleware as a dynamic software 

components.

 4.1.2 Reliability, scalability and adaptability

The middleware operation of selected services should be reliable and it should not have a 

single failure point. The middleware should recover from all error situations if possible and 

shut down neatly when the encountered error might result in a system-wide fault situation. 

In addition the operation of middleware should be scalable to the needs of the user and to 

requirements set by the device.

The middleware should be adaptive. Its operation should be adapted to factors such as the 
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available computational and communication resources, the number of users, the type of 

requested services etc. The middleware must acquire and process context information. It 

must use this information to adapt its behaviour. This information need to be gathered from 

the device and from the user interactions.

 4.1.3 Transparency

Generally  the  core  implementation  of  the  middleware  should  be  hidden,  with  layered 

approach this requirement can be reached. Layered approach encourages to use modularity 

in software in a way that higher level layers should hide lower level implementation and 

functionality. The middleware should be invisible to user. Functions and operations of the 

middleware shouldn't require any user participation or interaction. The core functionality 

and actions of  middleware should be transparent  to user  and also to  client  application 

utilizing the middleware. The middleware should work independently even when there is 

no application utilizing it.

 4.2 Generic requirements set by mobile devices

As the middleware is intended to be used in mobile devices the mobile environment by 

definition  sets  some  limitations  and  requirements  for  middleware  operation.  The 

processing capabilities of a mobile device are often quite limited, so the middleware should 

be fairly light-weight  component  in  mobile  environment.  The memory consumption of 

middleware components should be fairly small because of limited amount of free run time 

memory in mobile devices.

Mobile devices run on battery power without exception. Middleware shouldn't consume 

vast amounts of battery even when running in active state on a mobile device. Active state 

means that middleware is proactively checking for context changes.
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Mobile devices aren't as fast as desktop computers when dealing with software that uses 

multiple threads in its execution because of the slower performance with context switches. 

Middleware shouldn't use too many threads in its execution when running in a mobile 

device.  This  requirement is  connected to requirement  about processing capabilities  and 

memory consumption, every thread reserves certain amount of memory for itself in order 

to gain smooth performance [21]. Generally it is encouraged to use only a few threads or as 

less as possible in mobile environment. 

The context of a mobile device can change at any time when it is running (e.g. from off-

line to online and vice versa), especially when a device is on the move the change can 

happen unexpectedly. Also the condition of the network in a mobile device fluctuates from 

time to time when using varying wireless networking techniques. Middleware is required 

to continuously monitor the device context and adjust functionality based on the changes in 

the system or network.

 4.3 Selected mobile device specific requirements

In  addition  to  general  mobile  device  requirements  the  used  device  has  some  own 

requirements set mainly by the hardware. These include limited processing capabilities, 

amount of memory for applications to use and the battery duration. 

 4.3.1 Processing capabilities

The selected mobile  device  uses  a  Texas  Instruments  OMAP 2420 processor  [18]  that 

includes a ARM CPU (Central Processing Unit) from ARM11 family (ARM1136) which 

uses ARMv6 instruction set [14]. Used processor also includes a Digital Signal Processor 

(DSP) that is used for audio and video processing. 

The processing capabilities of the device sets a limitation not only to the middleware but 
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the JamMo application as a  whole.  It  is  required that  the middleware as  a  whole is  a 

lightweight component because the JamMo application requires more processing power for 

music related functionality [1]. Since the device runs on battery that is drained also by 

different  networking  techniques,  it  is  necessary  that  the  core  functionality  of  the 

middleware should not require much processing power from the device. 

While  lacking the processing capabilities  of  a modern desktop computer  processor the 

ARM CPU is also a little slower when processing applications that use multiple threads. 

This is caused by the context switching overheads, according to David et. al. [22] context 

switch causes an addition from 0.17% to 0.25% to the running time when switching tasks 

(indirect overhead) and an addition from 0.28% to 0.38% to the running time by interrupt 

servicing (direct overhead) as total in ARM9 family processors. The direct overhead for a 

single context switch was measured to be 48 microseconds [22], tests were run in Linux 

operating system with kernel version 2.6. According to white paper published by ARM 

[23]  new  ARM11-family  processors  will  reduce  cycles  by  37-67%  when  performing 

context switches. These results supports that usage of threaded approach in the middleware 

design can be used, it is not necessary to avoid threads but to use them judiciously. 

For comparison to previous results by David et. al. [22] the measured average amounts of 

context switches in one second with different processors are presented in  Table 2. Tests 

were run with a simple program that utilizes threads, locks and conditional waits so the real 

amount of context switches in a tested system is almost twice as much as reported. This 

program measures the amount of context switches that were made in one second. It was 

compiled on each device that it was executed on. Program was run 100 times in a row with 

only the default  applications  of  the desktop running in  the background,  the average is 

calculated from values reported by testing program. Another program was used to measure 

the overhead of context switches. It compares the execution time of a simple task with one 

thread to another execution (task split into two) of the same task with two threads. This test 

was run only ten times in one machine because there wasn't variation between results. The 

results are dependant of the processor speed and the kernel of the operating system. The 

overhead of a context switch in N770 internet tablet differs from the results of David et. al. 
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[22], this is probably caused by different method for measuring the overhead.

Computer 

type

Processor type Processor 

speed

Operating system Context 

switches

Context 

switch 

overhead
Nokia N770

internet 

tablet

ARM926 252 MHz Linux 2.6 omap1 

(Maemo OS 2006)

14685 40.3 µs

Nokia N810 

internet 

tablet

ARM1136 400 MHz Linux 2.6 omap1 

(Maemo OS 2008)

37186 23.2 µs

Server / 

Desktop 

computer

Intel Pentium 

III

800 MHz Linux 2.6 x86 

(Ubuntu 6.06 LTS)

94233 9.73 µs

Laptop, 

ASUS EEPC 

4G Surf

Intel Celeron M 900 MHz Linux 2.6 x86 

(Xandros)

88551 N/A (program 

didn't compile)

Laptop, 

ASUS 

EEEPC 901

Intel Atom 

N270

1600 

MHz

Linux 2.6 x86 

(Ubuntu EEE 

8.04.1)

154791 4.65 µs

Desktop 

computer

AMD Athlon 

XP 2800+ 

2090 

MHz

Linux 2.6 x86 

(Ubuntu 8.04)

363021 5.72 µs

Desktop 

Computer

AMD Athlon 64 

2800+

1800 

MHz

Linux 2.6 x86 

(Debian Sarge)

421545 3.41 µs

Table 2: Measured average amounts of context switches and context switch overheads

 4.3.2 Memory usage

N810 Internet Tablet has 128 megabytes of internal RAM memory that can be expanded 

with the devices internal flash memory (256 MB) and used as virtual memory [18]. This 
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limits the run time memory usage of the middleware. Memory usage should be effective 

and dynamic memory management is encouraged.

 4.3.3 Battery usage

The battery capacity (1500 mAh) sets some requirements for middleware and the JamMo 

application, the uptime is 4 hours at maximum when the device is in active usage. The high 

power consumption in continuous usage is mainly caused by WLAN. Uptime of N810 in 

different  usage  scenarios  can  be  seen  from  Table  3,  values  are  provided  by  device 

manufacturer.  Always  online  indicates  the  time  device  can  operate  by applying  power 

saving modes while operating (for minimizing the usage of WLAN adapter and dimming 

the display when application is idle etc.). Standby time indicates the period of time that the 

power source lasts without recharging when the device is not in use. Based on these  it is 

recommended to apply power saving methods or schemes for middleware or make the 

power consumption of middleware as low as possible.

Usage Maximum uptime
Continuous (screen on, WLAN active), surfing the web for instance 4 hours
Music playback 10 hours
Always online 5 days
Standby time 14 days

Table 3: Uptime of N810 in different usage modes [18]

 4.3.4 Operating System specific requirements

The Maemo OS doesn't set big limitations for applications, most Linux applications will 

work  directly  without  any  problems  due  to  compatible  libraries  [14].  Most  of  the 

requirements set by Maemo OS are already presented in section that describes the general 

mobile  device  requirements,  e.g.  all  related  to  memory  consumption.  Since  context 
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awareness  has  already  been  presented,  the  usage  of  D-Bus  can  be  considered  as  a 

mandatory requirement because every hardware and system event is  sent via D-Bus in 

Maemo OS.  It  is  required to  register  PeerHood into D-Bus and to  listen all  necessary 

events. These events include battery state notifications (battery low, battery charging status 

changed), notifications concerning network adapters (connections and adapter states) and 

system state notifications (shutdown conditions, system networking state changes). It is not 

required  only to  listen  these  events  but  the  middleware  should  adjust  its  functionality 

according to these events.

Good conventions  for  Maemo  programmers  are  listed  in  section  15.3  of  the  Maemo 

Reference Manual [14]. From the middleware point of view the most important ones are:

● Correctness and robustness of code.

○ No incomplete memory or error situation handling.

● Memory pool should not be fragmented with multiple small memory allocations  

and small or multiple instances of freeing allocated memory regions.

○ It is suggested that memory is reserved and freed in larger blocks.

● Maemo developers must be careful with memory usage and memory leaks.

○ It  is  recommended  that  the  use  of  local  variables  is  considered.  Also  it  is 

encouraged to use automatic variables in a stack and freeing allocated memory 

as soon as possible.

● System message notification and application-to-application communication make  

use of D-BUS, a lightweight message passing protocol. 

○ D-BUS is meant to be used for transferring small messages and notifications, 

not for transferring large quantities of data.
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 5 ANALYSIS OF PEERHOOD

In order to get the PeerHood working with the Nokia N810 internet tablet certain things 

must  be  analysed.  These  include  general  compatibility  analysis,  performance  analysis, 

memory usage analysis and the analysis of network plugins. Especially networking plugins 

need to be tested because PeerHood will be responsible of all communications in UMSIC 

project [1].  Tests are concentrated on the memory usage because the target device has only 

128 MB of RAM [18] and on the networking plugins since all communication will be done 

via  those  plugins  in  JamMo application  [20].  Only Bluetooth  and WLAN plugins  are 

tested.  The  performance  of  PeerHood  should  be  fairly  good  by  default  because  it  is 

intended to be a lightweight component [2].

It was noted that at some point PeerHood seemed to malfunction with Bluetooth plugin. 

This occurred after running the PeerHood for several hours. While being a middleware 

component the functionality should be very stable and it should be error tolerant. This was 

the main reason for testing the networking plugins, especially Bluetooth plugin. WLAN 

plugin  didn't  seem to  suffer  from similar  problems  but  it  was  noted  that  it  had  some 

problems of its own. The results of Bluetooth plugin tests introduced a possible problem 

with the used Bluetooth library which was the reason for testing the library.

Tests were run on Ubuntu Linux 8.04 that uses Linux kernel 2.6. Some tests were run on 

the target device,  including development environment and the actual device.  Following 

subchapters  present  the  methods  that  were  used  for  analysis  and  the  results  of  these 

methods. In addition analysis of the results is presented at the end of each subchapter.

 5.1 General analysis

As the Nokia N810 is running on a Linux based operating system that uses generic system 

library most Linux programs will run on it without changes. Since PeerHood uses only 
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standard C++ libraries that  are provided by every Linux operating system it  will  work 

without modifications in Maemo OS.

To make it sure, the libraries that PeerHood uses were compared against libraries in the 

Nokia  N810  and  no  missing  ones  were  to  be  found.  To  verify  this  PeerHood  was 

recompiled with Maemo SDK (Software Development Kit). Programs for Nokia N810 are 

required  to  be  compiled  with  a  specialized  environment  and  compiler  since  processor 

architectures differ [14]. The compilation was a success meaning that there are no conflicts 

between  Maemo  and  normal  Linux  when  PeerHood  is  regarded.  After  compiling  the 

PeerHood  was  successfully  ran  on  Nokia  N810  (both  networking  interfaces  enabled) 

meaning that the porting of PeerHood from Linux to Maemo doesn't require any additional 

operations of modifications to source code or compilation preferences of PeerHood. 

 5.2 Performance

Because  one  of  the  design  principles  of  PeerHood  is  that  it  should  be  a  lightweight 

component [2] the performance should be good by default. Therefore there aren't any CPU 

intensive operations. When PeerHood was run on normal desktop computer (AMD Athlon 

2800+ XP)  PeerHood consumed 0.1% of the CPU time at maximum. Results are almost 

similar when PeerHood was run on Nokia N810. In both test runs Bluetooth and WLAN 

plugins were used. As a testing tool  top  is used, it shows the amount of CPU usage (in 

percents) of different running programs. Results of the tests  are shown in Table 4.

Device CPU speed CPU used at minimum CPU used at maximum
Desktop computer 2100 MHz 0.0 % 0.1 %
Nokia N810 400 MHz 0.0 % 0.2 %

Table 4: PeerHood CPU time usage

The  results  show  that  the  CPU  time  consumption  complies  to  the  design  principle. 

Although PeerHood utilizes multiple threads it  didn't  seem to suffer from the fact  that 
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ARM-processors aren't as effective with context switches as modern desktop computers 

(see Table 2 in 4.3.1). But every thread does require additional memory in order to run [21] 

and therefore usage of multiple threads in mobile environment isn't very good idea.

 5.3 Memory usage analysis

Because there is only 128 MB of memory in the mobile device memory usage of different 

middleware components should be as low as possible in order to leave some memory for 

the main application. It was noted that PeerHood reserved over 16 MB of memory when it 

was run with Bluetooth plugin only and over 44 MB was reserved when WLAN plugin 

was added. Since one of the main principles of PeerHood was to be lightweight component 

these  results  contradict  with  that  principle.  The  reason  for  reserving  large  chunks  of 

memory need to  be researched and resolved  before integrating PeerHood into  UMSIC 

project.

 5.3.1 Testing tools

Memory  usage  of  PeerHood  was  analyzed  with  three  different  programs.  Google 

Performance Tools, Exmap and GDB debugger were used for analysis.

With  Google  Performance  Tools  the  heap  memory usage,  memory leaks  and  object  / 

function  calls  can  be  analyzed.  Google  Performance  Tools  is  a  collection  of  memory 

profiling methods,  it  will  save analyzed memory profile into specified file that  can be 

inspected  with  some  other  viewer  [24].   When  using  Google  Performance  Tools  the 

profiling adds an overhead of 1.0 MB into heap size and adds only couple of additional 

function calls. This tool is available for Linux only. More information about how to use the 

tool  can  be  found  from  the  Google  Performance  Tools  homepage  at  address 

http://code.google.com/p/google-perftools/.
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Exmap can be used to  analyze  the real  amount  of  memory used by different  parts  of 

program and the libraries it is using [25]. It can show the amount of virtual, resident and 

mapped memory currently in use (shows the usage at the moment Exmap was launched, 

doesn't follow usage in real time). It also shows the effective (real) sizes of mapped and 

resident memory [25] in simple graphical view. It also shows the symbols from used files 

and libraries if those are to be found [25]. Exmap doesn't support exporting of analyzed 

data. Exmap adds no overhead because it only examines the memory usage of running 

processes, i.e. the process to be examined must be running when Exmap is started in order 

to get the memory usage. It is available for Linux only.

GDB, the Gnu Project Debugger is a widely used debugger that shows what the program 

does when executed [26]. Normally it is installed with development packages into every 

Linux. GDB debugger was used to follow and control the program execution step by step 

with the help of breakpoints. PeerHood was built with debugging information (required by 

GDB). 

 5.3.2 Memory usage tests

Memory usage was analyzed with Bluetooth plugin only, since the functionality is almost 

similar to WLAN plugin (same amount of threads). During the tests there were no services 

activated on the device, i.e. PeerHood didn't publish any services to network.  Tests were 

performed only for PeerHood daemon without any program using it via library.

Tests are divided into three separate sections, each set of tests were run during one day. 

First test wasn't planned very closely because it was only used to check whether there 

could be some problem with the memory usage.  Second test  was run with more close 

attention and the third one was totally different measuring with different methodology.

The first test contained the heap usage and object allocation testing. PeerHood daemon was 

tested with and without debug information, the tests didn't run exactly the same amount of 
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time and number of surrounding Bluetooth devices wasn't known. Results of this test are 

shown in Table 5. The results suggest that the problem isn't in the heap memory allocation.

Debug Heap size In use objects

(debugging calls)

Objects allocated

(debugging calls)
ON 2.3 MB 73 (6) 721 (367)
OFF 1.7 MB 67 (6) 424 (67)

Table 5: First memory test with Google Performance Tools

Secondly the Exmap was run after PeerHood daemon has been running for some hours. 

Following Table 6 shows detailed information about PeerHood related files, heap and the 

part of application that Exmap could not examine (anon). The results in  Table 6 suggest 

that there is some problem with virtual memory allocation, because fairly big amount is 

being allocated (Virtual in Table 6) but not used (Resident in Table 6). This is caused by 

some other part of the program than plugins or the daemon itself. The differences on heap 

size when compared to test with Google Performance Tools can be explained by longer 

runtime and different methods for measuring the heap size.

Process Effective 

resident

Effective 

Mapped

Writable Virtual Sole 

Mapped

Mapped Resident

anon 30 kB 57 kB 26 kB 16513  kB 57 kB 57 kB 30 kB

heap 232 kB 452 kB 232 kB 1536 kB 452 kB 452 kB 232 kB
Peerhood 

daemon

48 kB 48 kB 4 kB 92 kB 48 kB 48 kB 48 kB

PeerHood 

Bluetooth 

plugin

76 kB 96 kB 4 kB 96 kB 96 kB 96 kB 76 kB

Table 6: First memory test with Exmap

In the second run the tests  were run for 30 minutes. There were 4 different Bluetooth 

devices in the neighborhood, one was a PeerHood capable device. This time the responses 
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from other devices were recorded.

Again the heap usage was first tested with Google Performance Tools, results are shown in 

Table 7. PeerHood daemon was tested with and without debug information. This time the 

total size of the heap was accounted for, the size is almost the same as in previous test with 

Exmap (see Table 6). Heap size is fairly small when comparing to previous results with the 

same profiling tool. This might be caused by different testing circumstances.

Debug Heap 

size  in 

use

Total 

heap 

size 

In  use  objects 

(debugging 

calls)

Objects 

allocated 

(debugging calls)

Responses 

from 

devices

Requests 

from 

devices
ON 1.4 MB 16.5 MB 21261 (6) 31138 (3743) 181 1
OFF 1.1 MB 3.4 MB 3457 (6) 5377 (47) N/A N/A

Table 7: Second memory test with Google Performance Tools

The result of the test with Exmap showed (Table 8) that roughly 16 megabytes of virtual 

memory is reserved by something but only 65 kilobytes of the reserved memory is in use 

(resident memory). Heap size is roughly the same as it was in previous tests. Other parts of 

the program (libraries, plugins etc.) didn't reserve big chunks of memory.

Process Effective 

resident

Effective 

Mapped

Writable Virtual Sole 

Mapped

Mapped Resident

anon 65 kB 65 kB 46 kB 16513  kB 65 kB 65 kB 65 kB

heap 332 kB 332 kB 204 kB 1536 kB 332 kB 332 kB 332 kB
PeerHood 

daemon

84 kB 84 kB 4 kB 92 kB 84 kB 84 kB 84 kB

PH 

Bluetooth 

plugin

23 kB 23 kB 4 kB 72 kB 4 kB 64 kB 64 kB

Table 8: Second memory test with Exmap
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Third test was executed only once and GDB debugger was used. The results of the tests 

showed   (in  Table  9)  that  when  a  new  thread  (inquiry,  advert)  was  started  through 

“dummy” function it reserved roughly 8 MB of virtual memory. Although only a small 

portion of this reserved memory is used like previous tests showed (see Table 7 and Table

8). 

State Virtual Memory size Heap size
PeerHood started, no plugins 3300 kB 1352 kB
Inquiry thread started 11496 kB 1368 kB
Advertising thread started 19696 kB 1452 kB

Table 9: Memory test with GDB debugger

To resolve this problem another test was run with threaded program, the issue was tested 

with a smaller program which used multiple threads that have no other functionality. When 

a thread was started roughly 8 MB of memory was reserved for the started thread, in this 

case, there was very little activity inside one thread (create random number and print it and 

sleep  for  a  while).  When amount  of  threads  was increased by X,  the size  of  reserved 

memory was X * 8 MB. 

 5.3.3 Analysis of memory usage test results

The  results  from  the  tests  show  that  the  memory  consumption  is  caused  by  threads 

reserving  additional  virtual  memory  to  themselves.  This  might  be  a  result  from  that 

according to article: Memory Management in C++ [21], in C++ every thread is given a 

private heap that is a lock-free memory region reserved only for one thread. This should 

remove bottlenecks when multiple threads are in use thus there is no need to synchronize 

and wait for locks to open.

Otherwise the memory consumption of the PeerHood seems to be quite low when looking 

the results  of all  three tests.  The heap that  is  used by PeerHood is  fairly small  which 
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indicates  that  there  isn't  many memory leaks  or  there  might  be  even none.  The  small 

variations  in  memory reservations  between different  tests  can be results  from different 

measuring techniques as every testing program shows the results differently. 

 5.4 Bluetooth plugin analysis

The problems with Bluetooth plugin were noticed when PeerHood was run for 8 hours for 

two times with Bluetooth plugin only.  D-link bluetooth adapter  was used as bluetooth 

device with PeerHood. Bluetooth tests were run using Bluez library (v. 3.29).  

 5.4.1 Tests and results

PeerHood uses a 15 seconds long Bluetooth inquiries (the actual maximum duration is the 

duration multiplied with 1.28 [3]) by default and it waits for 10 seconds between inquiries. 

In the final PeerHood test the delay between inquiries was reduced to one second. D-Link 

Bluetooth device was used as bluetooth adapter. 

In  the first  run PeerHood started malfunctioning after  7h 45min and crashed,  no error 

messages was received because this  version of PeerHood was built  without  debugging 

flags. For the second run PeerHood was built from scratch with debug flags to see what 

caused  the  error.  In  second run PeerHood daemon started  to  report  after  8h 20min of 

running that it cannot open a new handle to device (message: HCI device open failed: Too 

many open files) and that the inquiry has failed (message: BTPlugin::InquiryThread: HCI 

inquiry  failed).  When  the  inquiry  failed  PeerHood  daemon  started  to  report  negative 

amount of responses from other devices. During the second test PeerHood daemon did the 

inquiry for 990 times before reporting a negative value, when total number of responses 

was 2209. 

Third run was executed with a reduced delay between inquiries and PeerHood did run for 
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16h 50min before reporting negative amount of responses. During the third run PeerHood 

daemon did run the inquiry loop for 2954 times before reporting a negative value and total 

number of responses was 8802. 

 5.4.2 Analysis of test results

The  first  problem (too  many  open  files)  was  caused  a  bug  in  PeerHood  code  inside 

Bluetooth  plugin.  A new handle  was  opened  to  device  on  every  loop  round  and  this 

resulted  in  situation  where  the  opening  of  a  handle  results  in  a  failure.  This  was  an 

unnecessary part in the code since the handle wasn't used in any way after it was opened. 

This problem was solved by removing the part of the code from Bluetooth plugin that did 

the opening of the handle. With further testing no more error messages or situations related 

to  this  were encountered.  This  was  removed for  third  test  but  still  in  some cases  this 

problem exists. It is very likely that this is caused by the Bluez library functionality. The 

library opens a socket for every inquiry, in our case it doesn't seem to be able to close them 

(reporting too many open files).

The second problem was that the Bluez library did continuously report an error value after 

some time. Problem was that in PeerHood the error wasn't handled in any way or even 

printed in debug messages so another tests were required to be performed in order to get 

the error set by Bluez-library (actually the error is set by a lower level function that Bluez 

uses). There was no need to perform tests with PeerHood so a smaller test program was 

developed for this purpose. This is the reason for performing tests to Bluez library which 

will be explained in following chapter.

 5.5 BlueZ library analysis 

The purpose of this test program was to do an inquiry to all Bluetooth devices at certain 
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intervals. For testing a simple program utilizing Bluez  inquiry-function was created and 

used for testing tool. D-Link DBT-122, 3Com 3CREB96 and Frontline Bluetooth devices 

were used for testing, details about these devices are shown in Table 10. All adapters were 

plugged  into  same  machine  and  used  in  same  environment  with  the  same  amount  of 

surrounding  Bluetooth  devices.  The  results  of  the  tests  are  presented  in  following 

subchapter (5.5.1) and analyzed later (in 5.5.2).

Bluetooth device D-Link 

DBT-122 

 3Com 3CREB96 Frontline  -  Bluetooth 

analyzer
Bluetooth version 2.0 1.1 N/A
Chip manufacturer Broadcom CSR CSR
USB version 2.0 1.1 1.1?
Used USB version 1.1 1.1 1.1

Table 10: Details about used Bluetooth devices

 5.5.1 Tests and results

First test was run for 18 and half hours, results are shown in Table 11. Test program did an 

inquiry for  all  devices  one  after  another  with  a  maximum inquiry  duration  of  3*1.28 

seconds,  meaning  that  one  device  would  block  for  3*1.28  seconds  while  waiting  for 

response to inquiry. With three different devices this resulted in waiting time of 2*3*1.28 

seconds at maximum for each device. 

Device Inquiries Responses Average number 

of responses 

Failed 

inquiries 

Error messages 

D-Link 5746 22332 3.89 4 Device or resource busy
3-Com 5746 28565 4.97 4 Device or resource busy
Frontline 5589 28674 5.13 161 Device or resource busy

Table 11: Results of the first Bluez library test
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Second test was run with a slightly modified version of the test program, a separate process 

was started for each Bluetooth device. There was no delay between inquiries, maximum 

duration of 15*1.28 seconds. Test was run for 23 hours, results of tests are shown in Table

12. No errors were detected during the test. 

Device Inquiries Responses Avg.  number of 

responses 

Failed 

inquiries 

Error messages 

D-Link 6704 22970 3.43 0 -
3-Com 4319 20942 4.85 0 -
Frontline 4325 20597 4.76 0 -

Table 12: Results of the second Bluez library test

Third test was run with same devices and only one device was running the inquiries at a 

time.  Inquiry duration was 15*1.28 seconds at  maximum, there was no delay between 

inquiries. This test was executed because it would show if the library hangs or gets into 

fault  situation when only one process is using it  at  a time, which was the situation in 

PeerHood tests. Although in PeerHood tests there was the possibility that other threads 

inside the daemon process could use the same library for other functionalities. Test was run 

for 12 hours for each device, results can be seen from Table 13.

Device Inquiries Responses Avg.  number of 

responses 

Failed 

inquiries 

Error messages 

D-Link 5673 22770 4.01 0 -
3-Com 2245 12077 5.34 0 -
Frontline 2247 12460 5.55 0 -

Table 13: Results of the third Bluez library test

For fourth test a threaded version of the test program was used which did simultaneous 

inquiries with the devices to see if more errors occur when library is used by three different 

threads inside same memory space. Inquiry duration was 15*1.28 seconds for each device 

and every device waited one second between inquiries. The test was run for 18 hours with 
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the same devices, results are shown in Table 14.

Device Inquiries Responses Avg.  number of 

responses 

Failed 

inquiries 

Error messages 

D-Link 3705 10398 2.81 6 Device or resource busy
3-Com 3192 13585 4.26 0 -
Frontline 3197 13229 4.14 79 Device or resource busy

Table 14: Results of the fourth Bluez library test

A test was run also on Nokia N810 Internet tablet and the same test program was used. The 

test was run with 3*1.28 second inquiry duration (at maximum) for 19 hours and no errors 

were detected. Program did 17510 inquiries during that time and got 87829 responses to 

those inquiries. Nokia N810 had 3.22 version of Bluez library installed. 

 5.5.2 Analysis of test results

The problem might not be a hardware issue because library did not continuously report 

errors as it was an issue in PeerHood daemon tests. Instead the devices did “wake up” after 

reporting errors mentioned in the Table 11.

When these results  are  compared to  results  with PeerHood Bluetooth tests  there  is  no 

similarity in the actions of the same device. Although the conditions are almost similar: in 

PeerHood the delay between inquiries is slightly longer but the inquiry function of the 

library  is  called  in  similar  fashion.  But  there  is  a  difference  with  using  the  devices, 

PeerHood  utilizes  only  one  bluetooth  device  while  this  test  did  the  inquiry  for  three 

different devices. But in PeerHood the library is used by other threads for other functions, 

this kind of situation wasn't simulated with the test program but the threaded version (in 

test four, see results from Table 14) uses the library that is loaded by one main process as 

in PeerHood.
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The first test would indicate an possible issue with the library or with the driver as can be 

seen from the results in  Table 11. The library or driver might hang or get into a error 

situation when only one device is used for a long time. With multiple Bluetooth devices it 

might be so that some variables are reformatted and this results in fewer error situations. 

Or the library isn't thread safe, in PeerHood it is possible that other threads access the 

library simultaneously which could then lead to error situations. It is also possible that the 

device cannot process the requests (inquiries) fast enough and it gets itself temporarily into 

some kind of fault condition, in PeerHood tests it didn't recover at any point.

The results of the second test (see  Table 12) would indicate that when library is used in 

separate memory space it is less error prone - if it is a library issue. In PeerHood tests the 

inquiry was run inside one thread belonging to daemon process and then the library was 

(possibly) used by other threads inside the same memory space. This would indicate that 

errors will happen if the library is in shared use and other thread are using it at the same 

time. It might be that Bluez library isn't thread safe and the errors could be related to it. 

Results from the third test (see Table 13) would indicate that the problem isn't an issue with 

the hardware because none of the adapters reported any errors. Most likely this is an issue 

with the library. The Bluez library doesn't seem to be thread safe. 

The fourth test would indicate that the Bluez library will sometimes fail if separate threads 

access the same library at the same time inside same memory space, see the results from 

Table 14. It is highly unlikely that this was caused by hardware (see third test, results in 

Table 13), more likely a thread-safety issue in Bluez library. Although this doesn't explain 

the continuous reporting of failures that was encountered in PeerHood tests. None of the 

adapters did continuously report errors, Frontline Bluetooth adapter did report from 2 to 3 

errors in a row but after that continued to work well afterwards. D-Link bluetooth adapter 

reported it's errors in two sequential inquiries and continued to work normally. Although 

the circumstances were almost similar to ones like in PeerHood (duration of inquiry and 

delay  between  inquiries  was  the  same  and  with  simultaneous  usage  of  the  library  - 

although in PeerHood only one adapter is used) same kind of behavior was not detected.
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Because N810 has only one Bluetooth adapter and the test was run only for it, the possible 

thread un-safety cannot be checked with this simple test, it would require that some other 

parts were added to program where library / device would be used in some other way at the 

same time when inquiries are done. With current program and conditions of the device it 

was very likely that this test would give similar results to second Bluez library test (see 

Table 12). 

 5.6 Wireless Local Area Network plugin analysis

The WLAN plugin didn't suffer from similar problems like Bluetooth adapter did.  The 

functionality was  a  lot  simpler  because WLAN doesn't  use any new external  libraries. 

WLAN plugin uses  the  same library functions  as  can be used  when programming for 

traditional Ethernet networks, the problems with these libraries would have been noted 

earlier if there were any.

Functionality of the WLAN plugin was a lot better than Bluetooth plugins. There were no 

problems when the plugin was started if  the WLAN adapter was functioning correctly. 

There was no need to test the continuous usage. The problems with WLAN plugin were in 

the startup of the plugin and how the plugin checks the WLAN interfaces. 

One problem was noticed when PeerHood was started on a device that has WLAN adapter 

installed but isn't connected to network and the wireless network interface is down. This 

resulted in a error situation that the PeerHood couldn't recover from, i.e. PeerHood crashed 

immediately. The reason for this was found from the code, the WLAN plugin didn't check 

the condition of the wireless adapter when starting to use it. The plugin didn't handle all 

error situations and it resulted in segmentation fault.

Another problem with WLAN plugin was that is assumed that the device stays always 

connected to AP and the connection never breaks. When the connection got lost or device 

moved away from the range of the AP and disconnected, WLAN plugin reported errors 
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about failed writes,  it  isn't  allowed to write to connection that isn't  available anymore. 

Reason for this kind of behaviour could be found from the code of the plugin, this kind of 

condition wasn't taken care of. The error tolerance of program components that are using 

wireless technologies should be fairly high since wireless connections are quite error prone 

(interference, transmissions lost etc.).

 5.7 Test conclusions

As previous tests presented, there is no real compatibility or library dependency issues if 

PeerHood is going to be used in Maemo OS. The performance related to processor usage is 

not the issue. Memory consumption doesn't seem to be a big issue since it is related to 

private heaps reserved by every created thread in Linux environment. The amount of real 

used memory isn't high and proposes no problems when PeerHood will be used in devices 

that have small amounts of run time memory available.

The problem with the library reporting negative amount of responses doesn't seem to be 

depending on running time and variable usage and it doesn't  seem to be related to the 

amount of responses from other devices, which then indicates an issue with hardware. One 

possibility is that the library or the device cannot keep up with this amount of inquiries. 

With  PeerHood  there  was  no  sign  of  recovering  from  the  fault  condition,  library 

continuously reported negative amount of responses until the end. 

The first library test doesn't indicate this being a hardware issue and the second library test 

supports  this  claim.  More likely this  would be a thread safety issue.  Third library test 

shows that the issue isn't caused by hardware but the thread safety of the Bluez library and 

the claim is supported by results from fourth library test. Fourth library test indicates that 

some errors do occur when the library is used by multiple threads inside same memory 

space simultaneously.

Other tests with PeerHood acted as if the library couldn't communicate with the device fast 
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enough when the delay was very low between inquiries. This would indicate that there is a 

problem with inquiry-function -  in  some situations  it  operates  too slow (or the device 

responds  too  slowly)  and  in  some  situations  it  doesn't  close  the  handles  it  opens  for 

inquiries (for every inquiry) but on the other hand it could be a result from somewhere 

else. It is required to see if there are similar situations as there was in the first problem that 

sockets/handles  are  opened  within  some  thread  loop  without  utilizing  them  or 

unnecessarily opening them every time although there could be a more efficient way.

There aren't  many problems related to  WLAN plugin aren't  big  and none of  them are 

related to usage of PeerHood in small mobile device. Similar problems can be encountered 

in regular mobile devices, e.g. with laptops. These issues should be taken care of but the 

reason is  clear;  situations aren't  handled properly at  code level.  The error  tolerance of 

WLAN (and also Bluetooth) plugin should be fairly high and its functions should not be 

affected by the quality of transmission medium.
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 6 PROPOSED CHANGES FOR PEERHOOD

The analysis of different parts of PeerHood presented some new requirements in addition 

to general  middleware requirements.  Biggest  concerns are the memory consumption of 

PeerHood and the plugins for networking techniques. In addition the context awareness of 

PeerHood needs to be improved. Following sections will explain these matters further.

 6.1 Memory usage

Because the memory usage is mainly caused by the usage of the threads it would be good 

to modify current structure into less-threaded form. This subject is discussed further in 

Structural Changes -section. The memory usage of the thread can be reduced at system 

level  quite  easily.  The  pthread-library that  is  used  in  Linux  reserves  same  amount  of 

memory for each thread that is set as stack size in operating system [21]. In Ubuntu Linux 

the default stack size seems to be 8 MB. When the default stack size was reduced to half 

the memory consumption did also cut in half, this proves that there is direct relation. The 

second memory usage test (see results from Table 7 and  Table 8)  shows that PeerHood 

uses only a small portion of the reserved memory so the size of the stack could be reduced 

greatly. The stack size can be set at operating system level with: 
ulimit -s <stack_size_in_kilobytes>

This is not a very good way to do the stack size adjustment when thinking about a solution 

for PeerHood. A better solution is to set a stack size for every thread (each thread can have 

different stack size). One solution in a form of an example code is shown in Appendix 1 

when pthread library is used. This solution requires that appropriate parameter is initialized 

with selected stack size and this parameter is then used as an attribute for thread creation. 

The thread is created with following function call, the parameter containing the stack size 

is the second one (pt_attr):
pthread_create(&thread,&pt_attr,threadfunction,function_args);
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 6.2 Context awareness

Because the Maemo OS sends  all hardware and system events through D-Bus [14] it is 

necessary to connect PeerHood into D-Bus. By doing this the context awareness could be 

vastly increased and because it is as a part of the requirements set by the UMSIC project 

[20] this could be considered as mandatory modification. PeerHood should be capable to 

detect system state changes and adjust functionality according to the changes.

The  context  awareness  can  be  increased  by  developing  specialized  event  listeners  for 

different components of PeerHood. These components could be used via unified interface 

in similar fashion as current plugins are being used. The components could control the 

listeners, commanding them to get state information about specified components of the 

system or just to check the queue of the messages sent by D-Bus main process.

 6.3 Network plugins

Since all  communication is going through wireless networks the plugins must be error 

tolerant.  In addition the functionality of the plugins should be very stable,  this  can be 

achieved only with intensive testing and debugging of the plugins. Like it was introduced 

in previous section the context awareness could be added into networking plugins also 

(check the states of networking adapters). This would increase the reliability of the plugins 

because then the plugin would know if it can use the selected adapter.

 6.3.1 Bluetooth

Because Bluetooth plugin had some issues with the reliability, it should be tested more. 

This would include closer inspection of the code and testing different parts of the plugin 

separately. Because most of these seemed to be library dependant issues there should be a 
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mechanism to handle these error situations set by the Bluez library. Following methods 

could be used to tackle the problems:

● If the plugin receives errors from the Bluez library that communication with device 

isn't  possible  (resource  or  device  busy  messages)  it  could  increase  the  delay 

between inquiries. If this doesn't solve the problem after  some pre-defined time 

limit plugin can try to reset the adapter.

● When the plugin starts to receive errors from the Bluez library that new handles 

cannot be opened  to device the plugin could try to reset device to get handles 

released. This problem could be solved by making a separate inquiry-function that 

doesn't open new handle to device when inquiry is called.

 6.3.2 Wireless Local Area Network

WLAN adapter had issues only with the adapter state, no reliability issues were noticed. 

Problems could be solved by adding a functionality to WLAN plugin that can check the 

state of the WLAN adapter at any point. This would also increase the context awareness of 

the WLAN plugin. It could be enhanced in a way that the WLAN adapter could be forced 

to connect to nearby network (if network is available and it can be accessed by device) if 

not connected. 

 6.4 Modification into structure

Context awareness of PeerHood should be increased and the daemon should keep track of 

the system state. For example when it receives a notification that battery is running on low 

power it could use only those networking adapters (via plugins) that allow power-saving 

modes, or it could just use the networking adapter that requires less power (Bluetooth). 

Another thing to monitor is the general state of the device, the device can be set to offline 

state (all  networking is  shut  down) [14] and the daemon should then stop all  network 

plugins too in order to prevent malfunctions.
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As the  PeerHood utilizes  multiple  threads  for  different  parts  of  the  plugins  and every 

thread increases the memory usage it is necessary to think alternative structures for the 

core of PeerHood. One possibility is to use Reactor Thread-pool [27] approach that has 

been proven to be very effective when comparing traditional middleware solutions by Kaul 

D. and Gokhale A. in their research [28]. As their research states the Reactor Thread-pool 

approach increases the throughput of the middleware and reduces service latencies. This 

approach allows to use less threads, which is good in mobile devices. In this approach 

threads are used as workers that receive a task from the Reactor so there is no need for pre-

defined threads for different tasks. This means that the tasks can be dynamically divided 

for worker threads and new workers can be created (and destroyed) if there is a need for it.

The reliability of the daemon is at very high level but the reliability of the whole system is 

reduced  by networking  plugins.  The  PeerHood core  (daemon  and libraries)  should  be 

tested further for possible reliability issues, This would include stress tests on different 

machines with lot of other PeerHood enabled devices communicating with each other. In 

addition some testing programs should be used to test if PeerHood operates correctly in all 

possible situations.

As one of the design principles of PeerHood is to be a transparent module in between 

applications  or  middleware  modules  and  the  networking  layer  the  transparency 

requirement  is  fulfilled.  All  functions  are  transparent  to  user  since  application  uses 

PeerHood via library.

The preferences configuration of PeerHood is currently in one startup script file (PeerHood 

profile  file)  where  user  can  change  the  WLAN interface,  inquiry  delay  and  ports  for 

Bluetooth. This is not a good way to modify parameters, there should be more parameters 

to configure and there should also be an system for configuring these parameters. This 

could for example include plugin selection (if additional plugins are developed), selecting 

devices that are going to be used for communication, amount of worker threads (if Reactor 

Thread-pool approach is used) and settings related to power saving modes (what to do in a 

power saving mode).
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 7 IMPLEMENTATION OF LISTENER FRAMEWORK

The framework was designed and implemented for more faster development of different 

event listener components in the future. The aim of the listener framework is to help fulfill 

the requirement about context awareness that was presented for mobile devices in section 

4.2 and introduced for  PeerHood in  section 6.2.  To completely fulfill  this  requirement 

concrete listeners for different context changes need to be developed. Listener in PeerHood 

can be defined as a dynamically loadable internal component that connects itself to certain 

event  source  in  the  execution  environment  and  receives  or  requests  status  changes  of 

certain device in the environment or environment itself. 

The purpose of using event listeners is to get more specific state information about the 

underlying  system.  The  state  information  can  then  be  used  to  modify  PeerHood 

functionality in run time. This way PeerHood can notice when certain networking device 

goes offline or is removed or when the underlying system is going to be shut down. The 

main  reason  for  using  different  system  level  event  listeners  is  to  increase  the  error 

tolerance of PeerHood and make the operation of PeerHood more dynamic and context 

aware. Error tolerance is increased by reacting to possible state changes of the environment 

appropriately, e.g. some components can be made idle if there is no device present for that 

particular component. Context awareness and the dynamics of PeerHood is increased by 

delivering more detailed information about the events at the system level context through 

event listeners.

The approach is similar to Observer pattern [29] but on the system level where the event 

sources of the environment act as subjects and the Listener component in PeerHood acts as 

observer.  The observer gets  notifications of status changes of the subject and reacts  to 

changes  accordingly.  In  this  case  the  underlying  system informs  PeerHood  that  some 

changes have been made and PeerHood can modify its operations  if the message about 

changes is received by listeners.
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This chapter will introduce the structure and current implementation of the framework and 

its components. Additionally instructions are given about how to build new listeners for 

PeerHood.

 7.1 Framework structure 

Current listener framework is implemented in a way that every listener is a dynamically 

loadable  module  located  in  the  same folder  as  other  plugins,  listener  modules  will  be 

loaded at the same time as other PeerHood plugins. Only the creator class of the listener is 

created when loading the plugin to avoid unnecessary memory consumption if the listener 

is not eventually needed, i.e. the construction of listeners is two phased. Listener plugins 

are created via factory class that can be accessed by any class and listeners are requested 

from the factory with a certain string type. Listeners are created if the given type is a match 

to defined type. The approach complies with Builder design pattern [29] where  Listener  

Factory acts  as director and the  ConcreteListenerCreator acts  as builder  which creates 

concrete instances of ConcreteListeners, i.e. the products.

Every listener should automatically register (in construction phase) to the component that 

requested it.  Any class that  is going to use listeners will  have to implement a specific 

interface (that will be expanded to meet all requirements) that is used only by the actual 

listener to register itself to owner object and also to modify owners state. One class can 

have  multiple  listeners,  factory  creates  all  listeners  that  match  the  given  criteria.  The 

general structure of listener framework addition for PeerHood is shown in Figure 7 as class 

diagram without actual listener implementations. New components are shown in orange 

color.
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Figure 7: Listener Framework structure

The  concrete  implementations  of  the  daemon  and  plugins  own the  listeners  that  they 

request through ListenerFactory, the concrete listeners just know of their owner. Through 

this  reference  the  listeners  can  alter  the  state  of  the  owner  by  using 

MAbstractStateConverter -interface. And on the other way around the owners call their 

listeners  to  check  their  sources  via  MAbstractListener interface.  Currently  two  main 

functions can be called in addition to connect and disconnect functions. More about the 

functions can be read from Appendix 2.

ListenerFactory is  a  storage  for  listener  creator  -objects,  it  is  protected with singleton 

(design pattern) [29]. It is used for creating actual listener objects based on type name (or a 

prototype name if preferred).  ListenerFactory creates all listeners that can be created for 
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the given type. It only calls for listener creators to create objects, i.e. acts as an errand boy, 

doesn't take part in registering created listeners.

MAbstractStateConverter interface is for objects that are going to use listeners, this will be 

passed to ListenerFactory when requesting listeners for certain type, the reference is again 

passed to listeners in order to register the listener for its owner. The owner objects state is 

also changed by using functions in this interface. Currently this is implemented by daemon 

and plugins (plugin-interface inherits  this  interface).  This interface should be expanded 

based on required functionality, e.g. power saving mode.

MAbstractListenerCreatior interface  is  for  listener  creator  objects  to  implement.  Every 

implementing  listener  creator  should return  a  reference to  created  listener  when called 

through this interface.

MAbstractListener interface is for concrete listeners to implement. The listener for certain 

device is used only by its owner through this interface at the moment. The constructor of a 

listener is always called only by listener creator. It is necessary to pass the reference to 

MAbstractStateConverter to created listener in order to register the listener into its owner 

by calling the RegisterListener() method. A good way to register is to call the registering 

function in the constructor of listener.

 7.2 Initialization of Listeners

The initialization procedure of listeners is shown in  Figure 8 as sequence diagram. The 

creators of listeners are owned by ListenerFactory and the actual listeners are owned by 

that component that  has requested listeners.  Currently each request  with a  certain  type 

creates new listener objects for that requesting component. More information about called 

functions can be read from Appendix 2.
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3.1: load

ConcreteListener
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3: LoadPlugins()

3.2: load

4: SetUpPlugins()

4.1.1: CreateListeners()

4.1.1.1: CreateListener()

4.1.1.2: create

4.1: LoadListeners()

4.1.2: Connect()

4.1.3: CheckInitialState()

4.1.1.3: RegisterListener()

4.1.3.1: SetState() / TriggerShutdown()

CWLANPlugin

ListenerFactory

ConcreteListenerCreator
3.3: Register()

Figure 8: Initialization of Listeners

The initialization order of listeners:

1. PeerHood  internal  initializations  and  procedures  when  starting  (not  shown  in 

sequence diagram above).

2. Daemon starts the initialization procedure of plugins and listeners.

3. Daemon loads the plugins from the specified plugin directory, all plugins ending 

with plugin.so are loaded as dynamic libraries. 

3.1. Daemon loads the WLAN networking plugin as dynamic library

3.2. Daemon loads the listener as dynamic library, only the creator part of a certain 
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listener will be loaded into memory in order to reduce unnecessary memory usage.

3.3. The creator of a listener registers itself into ListenerFactory in order to enable the 

creation of that listener.

4. Daemon  orders  loaded  plugins  to  perform  necessary  setup  procedures  (load 

listeners)

4.1. Daemon calls LoadListeners() function of every plugin.

4.1.1. Plugin  requests  listeners  from  ListenerFactory with  given  type  and giving  a 

reference to self that will be passed to the possibly created listener object.

4.1.1.1. The ListenerFactory asks every registered listener creator to produce a listener 

with  given  type.  Listener  creator  returns  either  an  reference  to  created  listener 

object or NULL if the type name does not match with the listener type name. Every 

created listener will have to register to its owner.

4.1.1.2. If the given type name matches the creator creates a new listener object and 

passes the reference to owner (the object that called the ListenerFactory).

4.1.1.3. When  created  the  listener  calls  the  RegisterListener()  -function  of 

MAbstractStateConverter interface that is implemented in owner class, this adds 

the newly created listener for that object that was passed as reference to listener.

4.1.2. Before listeners can be used the owner must call them to connect to their sources. 

This is done with Connect() -function of MAbstractListener interface.

4.1.3. To  get  the  most  recent  information  of  the  used  networking  device  (or  the 

platform in case of daemon) the initial state of the device should be checked via 

listener.

4.1.3.1. Listener checks the state of the used device and changes the activity state of the 

owner object accordingly or triggers the shutdown procedure.

 7.3 Listener usage in current implementation

Figure 9 shows the current usage of the listeners in brief. The whole process of checking 

the messages received by listeners is controlled by daemon. First the daemon calls for its 

system listeners  (in  this  case only one,  a  system listener  for  Maemo OS is  used)  that 
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monitor the environment to check for messages. After this the daemon goes through all 

networking plugins and requests them to update their states via own listeners. The scenario 

presented in Figure 9 demonstrates the usage of WLAN plugin which has only one listener 

in Maemo OS. These operations are conducted inside the main loop of the daemon, if there 

are  multiple  plugins  and  multiple  listeners  for  each  plugin  (and  daemon  too)  the 

performance of the daemon might degrade, applications running on top of PeerHood might 

suffer from this.

1: Run()

1.2: UpdateState()
1.2.1: CheckState()

1.2.2: SetState()

1.1: CheckState()

CMaemoWLANListener

1.1.1: SetState()

CDaemon CWLANPlugin CMaemoSystemListener

Figure 9: Listener operation

Operations when using listeners:

1. The daemon executes the main thread in its run() function.

1.1. On every loop of the running thread daemon calls its system listeners to check for 

state  updates  via  MAbstractListener interface.  Procedure should always  call  the 

CheckState() function of MAbstractListener interface of every registered listener.

1.1.1. The listener that is being called checks the state from the source it  has been 

connected to (by polling the source or checking message queue depending on the 
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implementation).  Listener  changes  the  state  of  the  daemon  accordingly  via 

MAbstractStateConverter interface functions (SetActive() or TriggerShutdown()). 

1.2.After checking the state of the system daemon asks networking plugins to check for 

updates  in  their  states.  Daemon  uses  the  UpdateState() function  of 

MAbstractPlugin interface. The procedure flow is similar as in daemon.

1.2.1. Networking  plugin  calls  the  CheckState() function  of  the  MAbstractListener 

interface of every registered listener.

1.2.2. Listener checks the state of the networking adapter by checking for messages in 

the  queue  or  polling  the  source  (implementation  dependant)  and  modifies  the 

functionality of the owner via MAbstractStateConverter interface.

 7.4 Implemented listeners

Currently  there  are  four  different  listeners  implemented,  these  listeners  use  D-Bus  via 

private connections, i.e. they all register to listen for certain source(s). This complies with 

the requirement set in UMSIC middleware requirements [20] and Maemo OS ideology 

[14]. This solution allows to build quite robust listeners since they only have to react when 

there is a message in the queue, nothing will be done if the queue is empty. Currently the 

listeners check the first message from the queue - one message at one call  in order to 

consume execution time as little as possible. Since the D-Bus is built with principle “what 

you want is what you get” if loosely interpreted [10], i.e. messages are gotten only from 

the interfaces that are registered to.  There is no additional overhead caused by generic 

messages that are not connected to the actual actions of that listener. 

 7.4.1 Bluetooth listener

This listener connects to Bluez hcid daemon via D-Bus. The purpose of this listener is to 

check and monitor the state of the default Bluetooth adapter. This listener responds to bt 

type name and should be used by Bluetooth plugin only. This listener depends on Linux 
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Bluetooth  protocol  stack  and  requires  that  Bluetooth  development  headers  and  D-Bus 

development headers for GLib are installed.  There is  no development header for using 

Bluez  hcid via D-Bus, i.e.  when the API specification changes this listener might need 

some changes too. 

When started this listener connects itself into D-Bus by using a private connection that is 

used for sending method calls and receiving signals. This listener registers itself to listen 

for signals emitted by org.bluez.Manager interface.

When initial check is requested (method call) the default adapter requested from hcid via 

D-Bus and the interface is used for checking the mode of the adapter in use. The state of 

the Bluetooth plugin is changed to inactive (passive) when the default adapter is disabled 

(adapter present but set to off), other modes will result in active state of the Bluetooth 

plugin. If there is no Bluetooth adapter present the Bluetooth plugin will be set to inactive 

mode.

After calling the status check function following signals are reacted to if received via D-

Bus:

● Adapter added: set owner to active

● Default adapter changed: no action, only debug message at the moment.

● Adapter removed: set owner to inactive 

 7.4.2 Bluetooth listener in Maemo environment

This listener uses the Bluetooth connectivity D-Bus API of Maemo environment and uses 

the btcond daemon of Maemo environment and should be used by Bluetooth plugin only. 

The purpose of this listener is to monitor the state of the Bluetooth adapter in Maemo 

environment,  different  source  is  used  than  in  BluezBTListener since  in  Maemo  the 

Bluetooth adapter cannot be not removed, it can be only disabled. This plugin depends on 

Maemo environment and Linux Bluetooth protocol stack that  is  installed by default  in 
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Maemo environment, also the mentioned Bluetooth connectivity D-Bus API is required. 

Since  a  development  header  is  used  this  listener  should not  require  changes  when the 

contents of API is changed.

When started this listener connects itself to  btcond via D-Bus by using a private D-Bus 

connection. This listener registers itself to listen for signals from com.nokia.btcond.signal. 

The  initial  state  of  the  Bluetooth  adapter  cannot  be  checked with this  listener,  btcond 

provides no direct method for requesting the current state of the adapter. It is best to check 

the initial state of the adapter with BluezBTListener. 

When status check is called, following signals are reacted to if the interface of the device is 

correct (e.g. hci0 in case of Nokia N810 Internet tablet):

● Device up: set owner to active 

● Device down: set owner to passive

 7.4.3 System listener in Maemo environment

This  listener  uses  the  Mode Control  Entity (MCE) and  Battery Monitor  Entity (BME) 

services via D-Bus API of Maemo environment to listen for changes of the device. The 

listener is designed for daemon only (responds to “daemon” type) and can be used only in 

Maemo environment since it heavily depends on a services located only in Maemo. There 

are headers provided for  MCE that are used but there exists no headers for  BME.  MCE 

provides  information of the general  status of the device (online,  offline,  shutdown and 

overheating) and BME provides information about the battery state (battery low, charging 

etc.).  This  listener  connects  to  D-Bus via  private  connection  for  receiving  signals  and 

sending method calls.  Listener is registered to listen signals from  com.nokia.mce.signal 

and com.nokia.bme.signal interfaces.

When  initial  check  is  requested  a  method  call  is  sent  to  MCE  interface 

(com.nokia.mce.request) to get the current state of the device. Currently only two states are 
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recognized, if device is in online mode the owner is set to active, otherwise passive.

When the status check is called listener checks the message queue and reacts to following 

signals from MCE:

● Device mode change:

○ Normal mode: set daemon to active

○ Flight mode (networking offline): set daemon to inactive

● Device is shutting down: set daemon to shut down

● Device has overheated, shutting down: set daemon to shut down

And to signals from BME:

● Battery low: set daemon to passive

● Charger connected: Internal state change, wait for battery charging signal to change 

daemon state

● Battery charging: set daemon to active (charger connected is received before this)

 7.4.4 WLAN listener in Maemo environment

WLAN listener for Maemo uses Internet Connectivity Daemon (ICD) via D-Bus API. This 

listener is meant to be used by WLAN plugin only in Maemo environment since it depends 

on service located in Maemo environment only. A development header for ICD is used to 

get the signal and interface definitions. ICD can provide information about the connectivity 

of the WLAN adapter. This listener connects to D-Bus and uses private message bus for 

connections. Listener is registered to com.nokia.icd interface.

When the initial state check is requested listener executes a method call requesting the 

current status of the adapter. The method call returns an integer with value 1 if the device is 

on and 0 if offline, the state of owner (WLAN plugin) is changed accordingly.

When  the  status  check  is  requested  listener  reacts  to  status  change  messages,  if  the 

message is related to scans WLAN adapter has made (ICD sends information about these 
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via  D-Bus)  the  message  is  being  discarded,  following  signals  are  reacted  (as  string 

parameters):

● Connected: set WLAN plugin to active

● Disconnecting: set WLAN plugin to inactive

 7.5 Changes to PeerHood required by Listener framework

The usage of the listeners also required some changes to components that are going to use 

listeners. Daemon and networking plugins are the main users of listeners (in the future 

there could be more). As said, a new interface was made to make it possible that owners of 

the  listeners  could  be  used  in  similar  fashion  (from the  listeners  point  of  view).  The 

interface  provides  means  to  change  the  active  state  of  the  owner  and  also  to  trigger 

shutdown mechanisms, the component that implements this interface must also correctly 

react to changes made by the listener.

 7.5.1 Daemon

When the state of the daemon is being set to passive it will stop all networking plugins, the 

passive state of the daemon should be set only when the device where PeerHood is running 

is being set to offline mode and no networking is enabled. When plugin is stopped it should 

only stop its activities, listeners should stay active. After the device is set to online mode 

the state of the daemon should be changed back to active, when set back to active mode the 

daemon will only start the plugins, nothing will be reloaded. In case of a shutdown signal 

from the device the daemon should first stop all activities of plugins and destroy them 

(plugins  should  deal  with  the  listeners  that  it  requested)  and after  that  it  removes  the 

system listeners it requested. Currently there is no method to inform applications that use 

PeerHood about the daemon state changes, this should be implemented though.
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 7.5.2 Networking plugins

When a listener detects that monitored device has gone down it needs to stop all of its 

activities and wait for the device to come up. Currently this is implemented in a way that 

threads will “reset” themselves by leaving the running loop and calling the function that is 

executed in that thread. Each function will continuously loop a sleeping function until the 

device comes up again, after this the operation of that thread continues as before. By using 

this kind of approach the overhead caused by new thread creation is eliminated when the 

thread is being reused. In the long run this approach might generate some overhead (need 

to research about this) if devices are added and removed constantly since the executed 

function is called multiple times. This also allows the threads of the plugins to maintain 

themselves without the need for an external maintainer (daemon) since the listeners of that 

plugin will stay active when the device itself goes offline. 

 7.6 Implementing a listener

When creating a new listener for some event it  is recommended to follow the practice 

described in this section. Only the general issues related to framework usage are explained 

that should give developer some idea what kind of approaches to use. It is up to developer 

to determine how to react to different events and what event sources to use.

First of all the creator must implement the  MAbstractCreator-interface and the concrete 

listener must implement the MAbstractListener-interface. The listener must be compiled as 

a dynamically loadable module and it must be located in the same directory with other 

plugins (networking plugins and other listeners). The creator of the actual listener should 

register itself to  ListenerFactory with  Register()-method when the plugin is loaded. This 

way the actual listener can be used. The creator should create the actual listener only when 

the given parameter matches the criteria defined in the creator. After the actual listener is 

created it must register itself to that component that requested the listener, this must be 
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done  via   MAbstractStateConverter-interface  with  RegisterListener()-method.  By 

following these approaches the listener is available to other components in PeerHood. This 

way the listener  can be deleted properly since it  is  on the responsibility of the owner 

component.

The listener must connect to its event source only when requested by owner component via 

Connect()-method and respectively disconnect from the source when requested by calling 

the Disconnect()-method. As mentioned in previous paragraph, the owner is responsible of 

deleting the listener when needed and the listener itself (nor creator of the listener) should 

take no additional actions when disconnecting from event source.

Currently there are two different state checks, the CheckInitialState()-method is called only 

after  the  listener  is  created  and  CheckState()-method  is  called  periodically  during  the 

execution of the PeerHood. The initial check can be blocking or non-blocking method call, 

this is not a time critical operation since it is usually called in the initialization process of 

PeerHood. The purpose is to get the current status and use that status information to set the 

initial state for owner components. With non-blocking method call the listener could send a 

pending call to event source and process the response later. If a blocking call is used the 

response is processed immediately which could take some time if the event source is busy 

with previous requests. For example with initial check the availability of the networking 

device could be checked. When the periodic state check is called it is recommended to use 

non-blocking calls if some information needs to be requested. It is a good way to only 

listen for event notifications (message queue approach that is regarded to be more efficient 

than remote procedure calls  [30])  because then unnecessary requests  (and responses to 

these) could be avoided thus conserving resources and time from both PeerHood and the 

event source since it takes time to process the request and the response.
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 8 ANALYSIS OF IMPLEMENTED FRAMEWORK

As previous chapter introduced the framework for event listeners in PeerHood, it is good to 

look  at  the  approaches  used  in  actual  listener  implementations.  In  this  chapter  the 

connection methods to D-Bus are analysed and ways to use event sources with D-Bus are 

compared.  Additionally   the  creation  process  of  listeners  is  compared  against  other 

possibilities.

 8.1 Connection approaches to D-Bus

According to D-Bus specification [10] there are two kinds of message buses available, 

system and  session  bus.  System bus  is  used  to  deliver  system level  notifications  and 

session bus is used for connections between different applications. The paramount intrest is 

in system bus since the messages that intrest us from the PeerHood [2] and UMSIC project 

[20] point of view are the events related to the underlying (software) environment. There 

are two possible ways to connect to D-Bus [10], with private and shared connections, these 

are compared in following sub chapters.

 8.1.1 Private connections

As  previously  mentioned  current  listeners  use  D-Bus  via  private  connections.  This 

approach makes it possible to consume messages in more robust way since only certain 

messages arrive to certain listener from certain sources, the first message can be always 

taken off from the queue. This approach creates multiple connections to D-Bus and also 

requires multiple message queues, one for each connection [10]. On the other hand there is 

no delay in the message delivery and consumption because a listener does not have to wait 

for other components to consume the messages in the queue. This is the approach that is 

currently being used in PeerHood listeners.
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 8.1.2 Shared connections

If one shared D-Bus connection (session bus) was used among all listeners the type and 

source of the first message in the queue should be always checked before taking it off from 

the queue [10]. This would result in longer delays before the message related to certain 

listener reaches the actual owner since the queue might be filled with messages belonging 

to  other  components.  The  worst  situation  would  be  that  one  component  registers  to  a 

interface that repeatedly sends messages through D-Bus and if a component consumes only 

one  message  with  one  call  other  components  might  get  the  information  too  late.  For 

example device has been offline for some while and the owner component tried to use that 

device which resulted in errors.

Another way to solve this problem would be that every listener takes the first message 

from the external queue into its internal message list. The advantage in this would be that 

since the external queue provides only the topmost message the internal message list could 

be iterated through at any time by any listener. This would then reduce possible delays and 

make it sure that messages are delivered to all components that would need them. On the 

other  hand  this  would  require  a  lot  of  non-direct  interaction  between  listeners,  every 

listener would be required to mark messages as read after processing it. If some listener 

doesn't  do  this  the  list  would  continuously  grow  eventually  resulting  in  very  long 

processing times and vast space requirements of the list. In ideal situation the maximum 

size of the list would be exactly the same as the amount of listeners present if every listener 

takes one message from the external queue into internal message list during their status 

checks and marks every message it has processed as read. This approach would require 

more memory than current solution, every message would require some meta data about 

the listeners that have processed it. It would be also required to have some kind of database 

of  current  listeners  in  order  to  check  that  has  every  available  listener  processed  the 

message  so  it  could  be  removed  from the  queue.  There  could  be  an  external  process 

controlling this list and message markings but it might be a waste of available resources, 

the listeners could manage the list themselves. 
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 8.1.3 Comparison

The current solution has its advantages over these two other scenarios, every listener is 

responsible of its own message queue, queues are kept short at all times and the delay 

depends  only on  the  daemon operations.  Since  PeerHood daemon doesn't  contain  any 

procedures that require intensive processing the delays should stay fairly low. The delays 

could be lowered with shared connection that uses internal list for messages. This would 

reduce the amount of connections used and reduce the load from the underlying system but 

it would rely on the fact that every listener must work correctly with internal message list. 

This problem could be solved with connection specific stubs for listeners. Most of the 

functionality related to the underlying connection technique used by listeners could be 

defined in one abstract stub class. Actual listeners are then only required to implement the 

required methods related to processing of the signals or execution of the method calls in 

order to follow the system state changes. By using this kind of approach all listeners would 

act  in  similar  fashion  and  it  could  be  trusted  that  every  listener  marks  the  processed 

message as read. 

 8.2 Approaches for using event sources

There are three different possibilities available to get information from event sources with 

D-Bus [10], these are registering to a source, polling the source with method calls and 

callbacks. These are explained in detail in following sub chapters. An analysis of these 

approaches is also presented when looking from the PeerHood point of view.

 8.2.1 Register to source

Registering to a source is a procedure where the listener connects to some event source and 

adds itself to a source for receiving event messages (signals). In the case of PeerHood 
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listeners D-Bus is used as medium to deliver messages and provide registration to source. 

The component that registered to listen event messages has a queue for incoming messages 

and the component is required to periodically check this message queue. The queue has 

messages only when some event has happened. This is a fairly robust method but might 

cause some delay between event dispatch and event handling, for example when the events 

are going to happen rapidly and the message queue grows. One solution would be that the 

component  handles  all  messages  that  are  in  queue  at  once  but  this  might  take  some 

execution time from other components if there are lots of events. There could be a limit for 

messages to handle based on the event activity and processing time that is allowed for to be 

consumed by that component.

 8.2.2 Poll the source

Polling a source means that the current state is repeatedly requested from the event source, 

when D-Bus  is  used as  medium the  polling  is  executed  with method calls  via  D-Bus 

connection [10]. When this kind of approach is used it is necessary to limit the amounts of 

polls within certain time lines since it is highly unlikely that device or environment related 

event changes happen multiple times within e.g.  one second. The active polling might 

reduce  the  performance  of  the  application  or  even  the  whole  system  since  every 

unnecessary call creates unnecessary overhead and takes some execution time in the both 

ends; the polling component and the event source. The polling component must execute a 

request to source, source must process the request and meanwhile the polling component 

just waits for the reply and cannot do anything else during that time, only after receiving 

the response the component can continue its execution. In case of PeerHood active polling 

would require additional processing time for the listener and this time is taken off from 

daemons  time  which  might  then  reduce  the  performance.  On  the  other  hand  D-Bus 

supports also method calls that  aren't  blocking [10],  i.e.  there is no need to wait  for a 

response. The response would then be added to the message queue of the component and it 

can be processed afterwards when it arrives.
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 8.2.3 Callbacks

Callback  approach  is  a  little  bit  similar  to  source  registration  since  the  component  is 

required to register to event source. Instead of using a message queue for receiving event 

changes a method of the component is registered to be executed when an event happens. 

When D-Bus is used it would require that GLib main loop is used as the main loop of the 

running  thread  [10]  since  it  is  required  to  transfer  the  execution  to  the  event  handler 

function when the event happens. This would be quite ideal solution but on the other hand 

when  the  execution  is  transferred  away  from PeerHood  daemon  it  might  cripple  the 

performance. Especially if there are multiple events happening at once or multiple events 

in a row for a long time that withhold large structures of data that has to be processed by 

that  event  handler  function.  Another  disadvantage  is  that  current  implementation  of 

PeerHood would  then  need  some changes  to  its  structure and at  this  point  that  is  not 

applicable.

 8.2.4 Comparison of approaches

The polling method in general is not very effective, it consumes a lot of resources when 

comparing it to other possible approaches. The presented method that sends a non-blocking 

call could suit better for many purposes but there is a downside to this too because every 

method call has a some kind of return value that has to be processed. Callback approach 

has its advantages, the events are processed right after the event has happened so there 

would be no delays and the application, or in this case PeerHood would have the most 

recent  information  of  its  environment.  On  the  other  hand  the  first  approach,  signal 

registration  is  quite  efficient  and  provides  a  good  balance  between  execution  time 

requirement and event processing delays (when compared to remote procedure calls [30]). 

Events aren't necessarily processed right after they happen but since there aren't multiple 

different components in PeerHood the delay might  not be a  problem since there aren't 

many different networking technologies embedded in one device. As the current usage was 
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presented in  Figure 9 the processing time of daemon is  consumed also by the listener 

checking and the message processing of the listeners. In addition to these operations the 

daemon must also be able to handle requests coming from applications that are built on top 

of it. Most important is that the listeners would not take too much processing time and the 

delays of message processing (between event and processing of event message) stays low. 

For current implementation of PeerHood the first method presented, register to sources fits 

best since there are no unnecessary messages being requested or sent and the execution of 

the daemon is not disturbed in any way. In addition no unnecessary method calls are being 

sent, PeerHood only acts as a receiving end in this scenario and consumes the messages 

(via listeners) that are being sent to it based on registration information in D-Bus daemon.

 8.3 Listener creation and usage

As said before there is no method applied by the framework to prevent creation of multiple 

instances  of  one  listener,  this  kind  of  issue  shouldn't  depend  on  the  framework.  This 

functionality could be added to certain listeners if needed: use Singleton pattern [29] and 

only register the listener to new component that requests the listener, it would also require 

that the listener would be able to handle multiple owner components. This introduces a 

problem: does the listener update the states of all owners at one time when one owner asks 

it to check the sources or does it change the status of the owner that is calling?

First scenario would be better from the owner components point of view and it would also 

make  the  operation  more  efficient.  For  example  if  three  components  are  owning  one 

listener (i.e. one listener is registered to multiple owners) and each one of them calls the 

listener periodically to check state of the device. This would result in that the messages are 

consumed 3 times faster (if there are state changes) if a solution based on message queue is 

used (register to certain source and wait for event messages and store them in a queue). 

This approach would make the states of the owners to more closely correspond to the 

actual state of the device. On the other hand if the listener uses polling to get the most 
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recent state of the device then this approach would result in more unnecessary calls that 

would create unnecessary overhead. In this case timers could be used to limit the amount 

of actual polls. The listener itself should then store the result of most recent poll and react 

to the request made by the owner based on the most recent result instead of making a new 

poll. 

Second scenario would depend on storing the most recent result of consumed message or 

polling of the source in the listener and changing the state of the owner when it requests 

the status check. To reduce the amount of unnecessary calls and message checks the recent 

results  should  be  saved  in  queues  in  order  to  deliver  correct  information  to  owner 

components.  This  would  add  a  lot  of  overhead  and  complexity  to  the  operation  of  a 

listener. In addition to source checking (poll or message queue check) with every status 

update  request  listener  would  have  to  check  the  queue  of  previous  changes  for  that 

component that hasn't yet been applied. This might reduce the calls made by the listener 

but would add other tasks for listener. For example with message queue based solution (D-

Bus) the external queue provided by source could get new message between every call that 

has been made (or more often, then the external queue would always have a message) then 

the internal  queue used for message saving is  size of  n when processed and  n-1 after 

processing, where  n is the amount of owners. It is expected that every listener takes one 

message  from the  external  queue  and  puts  it  into  internal  message  list.  The  list  size 

wouldn't be a problem since it is on responsibility of the listener to mark messages as read 

in order to remove consumed messages from the internal list. The listener should know 

how many components are sharing the ownership. 
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 9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

PeerHood seems to be quite ready for UMSIC project but in order to function properly 

some changes and enhancements are required. Tests show that memory usage of PeerHood 

is quite big but it can be solved quite easily, see Appendix 1 for instance. Another problem 

is the reliability of the Bluetooth plugin that is most likely caused by Bluez library as the 

tests show.

Some other structural modifications are recommended (Reactor Thread-pool) that could 

increase the performance of PeerHood while reducing the load on the target device. The 

load of the middleware on the target device should be fairly low, the effect on performance 

and overhead with multi threaded applications is a lot bigger than in desktop computers, as 

it can be seen from Table 2. This is quite important thing and must be thought of because 

the application that is developed in UMSIC project (JamMo) will require fairly big amount 

of processing power because of the musical activities.

Other requirements are set by the mobile device environment and the project.  To fulfil 

these some development work has to be done. It was required that PeerHood could keep up 

with  the changes  in  the  operating  environment.  With the  help of  implemented  listener 

framework this can be achieved, now PeerHood can be quite easily expanded to support 

different  kinds  of  events  on  the  operating  system  level  thus  enhancing  the  context 

awareness.  The  main  goal  of  the  framework  was  to  make  this  possible  and  the  brief 

analysis of the used approaches show that the structure is fairly sound regarding the current 

architecture of PeerHood. 

With the introduced and implemented enhancements PeerHood should be fairly capable for 

the needs of UMSIC project middleware. Current functionality is quite stable but it still 

needs more testing and maybe a little bit of development in order to reach fully stable state. 

Following  subchapters  introduce  some  ideas  that  were  invented  during  testing  and 

implementation of the listener framework. These ideas will not be analysed further, the 
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point is to introduce ideas for future development of PeerHood. The future work ideas are 

mainly related to the implemented listener framework.

 9.1 Listener framework

It was noted during the implementation process of different concrete listeners that current 

approach with listeners follows a certain pattern. The basic functionality at code level is 

identical. This would allow that abstract stub classes could be implemented that have the 

basic functionality required by certain type of event listener depending on the approach 

and used event source type (e.g. via D-Bus low level library or D-Bus via some other 

library wrapper). The actual idea behind this is to provide methods for rapid development 

of  new event  listeners by hiding the actual  usage of the event  sources.  The developer 

should only know the event source (e.g. interface and service names if low level D-Bus is 

used),  what  kind  of  messages  can  be  received  from the  event  source  and  how  these 

messages affect the functionality. To fulfil this the design for abstraction of event listener 

functionality should be carefully thought out.

With current listeners only few things can be monitored. It is necessary to map all possible 

events  on  operating  environment  level  that  can  affect  the  PeerHood functionality,  like 

information about the network the device is connected to. This requires that new listeners 

will  have  to  be  implemented  to  monitor  these  events.  If  the  abstraction  of  listener 

functionality  is  designed  properly  a  basic  listener  (no  need  to  process  the  received 

messages, react directly by type of the message) could be implemented with few lines of 

code. At least following subjects should be monitored: power levels of the battery, accurate 

state of the WLAN network (infrastructure or Ad Hoc mode), insertion and removal of 

networking  devices.  This  would  make  PeerHood  operations  more  dynamic.  If  device 

insertion and removal is monitored new devices could be utilized when they're inserted and 

it could be prevented that removed devices can no longer be used. Reliability of PeerHood 

could be enhanced with this kind of approach.
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 9.2 PeerHood operations

As PeerHood is going to be used in small mobile devices it should be able to monitor the 

battery level of the device that it is running on. The power awareness should be widely 

enhanced,  not  only  by  monitoring  the  battery  notifications  as  it  was  done  with 

implemented system listener for Maemo OS but to make PeerHood adjust its functionality 

based on the amount of power left in the battery. This would require that the power levels 

are periodically requested from some system event monitor (Hardware Abstraction Layer 

in Linux for instance), the frequency of the requests should dynamically increase when 

power levels of battery decreases. There should also be a mechanism to calculate different 

levels for different power saving levels which should also be defined.

Since the context awareness has been enhanced on the daemon level it is necessary that the 

same  information  is  delivered  to  application  via  library  functions.  It  could  be  good 

convention to provide callback and polling mechanisms in order to support wider range of 

functionalities required by possible applications that are running on top of PeerHood. This 

could be done by implementing a new component that holds information about the state of 

the  PeerHood  that  is  changed  by  system events  via  PeerHood  event  listeners.  At  the 

structural level this could be a good solution since it would require only little changes to 

code of the PeerHood core and it would also separate the concerns and responsibilities of 

different components.  
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Appendix 1. Setting stack size for threads in UNIX

The  following  code  can  be  used  to  set  preferred  stack  size  for  threads  in  UNIX 

environment. These settings apply to programs that use pthread-library.

// Required variables
size_t stack_size = xxxxxxx; // In bytes
pthread_attr_t pt_attr;
.
.
.
// Some other code
.
.
.
// Initialize variable
pthread_attr_init(&pt_attr);
// Set stack size
pthread_attr_setstacksize(&pt_attr,stack_size);
.
.
.
// Some other code
.
.
.
// When creating a thread give attribute as a second parameter
pthread_create(&thread,&pt_attr,threadfunction,function_args);



Appendix 2. Listener framework functions

ListenerFactory Public interface

static ListenerFactory* GetInstance() 
● Get the listener factory reference, listener factory can be used only via this.

void Register(MAbstractListenerCreator* aCreator) 
● Register a new listener creator object into factory

● Used only by listener creator objects (the most convenient way is to call this via 

ListenerFactory::GetInstance() when listener creator object is created).

int  CreateListeners(const  string&  aName,  MAbstractStateConverter* 
aConverter) 

● Create  listeners  with  aName  for  object  aConverter.  The  reference  to 

MabstractStateConverter cannot be NULL.

● Used by objects that implement MAbstractStateConverter interface.

● Returns the amount of listeners that were created.

MabstractStateConverter interface

void RegisterListener(MAbstractListener* aListener) 
● Used for registering a listener to object that implements this interface.

● Used  only  by  listeners  that  are  created  by  the  request  sent  by  the  object 

implementing this interface.

void SetState(bool aActive) 
● Change state of the object implementing this interface.

● At the  moment  the  options  are  binary,  i.e.  active  and  passive.  Active  =  owner 

working normally, passive = owner sleeping or passively monitoring.

void TriggerShutdown() 
● Notify owner that shutdown is required (the device is going to shut down).



MAbstrtactListenerCreator interface

MAbstractListener*  CreateListener(const  std::string&  aName, 
MAbstractStateConverter* aConverter) 

● A listener  connected  to  this  listener  creator  object  is  created  via  this  function. 

Creates object if the given prototype name aName corresponds to the hard coded 

type name.

● Always creates a new listener.

● Should return an instance to created listener or NULL if the prototype name was 

wrong.

MAbstractListener interface

bool Connect() 
● Connects  the  listener  to  its  source.  Should  be  called  by owner  after  listener  is 

created.

● Returns true when success.

void Disconnect() 
● Disconnect the listener from its source.

● Call before destroying object / when owner is being destroyed.

void CheckInitialState() 
● Check the initial state of the monitored device / environment.

● Should change the state of owner accordingly (i.e. when device not present, set 

parent to not active state).

void CheckState() 
● Check the current state of the monitored device / environment.

● Should change the state of owner accordingly (i.e. when device not present, set 

parent to not active state).

const std::string& GetName() 
● Retrieve the name of the listener.
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